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Executive Summary
Hong Kong is a major trading hub for wildlife and related products
in the Asia region. For decades, consumer demand for a range of
endangered wildlife, including pangolins, orchids, turtles and shark
products was satiated by trade with Mainland China. However,
as Mainland China’s markets liberalised and with its population
becoming more affluent, the epicentre of consumptive demand
shifted to Chinese consumers in the Mainland, and in turn, sources
of wildlife came increasingly from around the world. Hong Kong’s
free trade policy and well-developed port infrastructure led to it
becoming a preferred pit stop for wildlife products destined for
consumers, wholesalers and processing factories in southern China.
Extracting wildlife and other natural resources from trading partner
countries comes with environmental costs that are not always
reflected in the price or the terms of the trade. This has meant that
consumer countries bear none of the localised costs of a ravaged
environment that can result from the over-extraction of wildlife.
Hong Kong currently lacks the means to redress this. It does not, for
example, have the necessary legal framework to turn away known
wildlife products that are illegally sourced, except for a limited list of
species recognised by the Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). As a result, law
enforcement officials are unable to confiscate or otherwise cease the
trade in endangered species that are known to have been harvested
and/or traded illegally. Regulatory and traceability measures are
needed to help differentiate between legally and illegally traded
wildlife.
The report examines four cases of species trade, illustrating the
gravity and complexity of the problem, and identifies possible
solutions to address the current failings. Importantly, the cases help
to highlight the common regulatory, enforcement and monitoring
gaps of the wildlife trade in Hong Kong.
Case 1: Ivory Trade
Despite strict trade bans since 1989, the illegal trade in ivory has
nevertheless proliferated. Hong Kong appears to be a prominent stop
along the illegal ivory trade route, but investigations into organised
crime syndicates involved in the trade need to be stepped up.
Case 2: Timber Trade
Hong Kong is a major transhipment point for tropical timber
products, which are intended for processing in southern China. The
city has also become a popular smuggling hub for illegal timber.
Several countries around the world are taking a stand against illegal
timber import, by setting regulations and mandating chain of custody
requirements. Similar steps should be considered in Hong Kong to
cut off the illegal trade.
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Case 3: Shark Fins Trade
Awareness about the decline in shark populations globally and
destructive fishing methods is increasing. Anti-shark fins campaigns
and government crackdowns on extravagances are starting to alter
opinions about shark fins consumption.
Case 4: Live Reef Food Fish Trade (LRFFT)
Hong Kong has more than half of the global share in the LRFFT. Yet,
inadequate monitoring and regulatory oversight in Hong Kong and
the lack of managed fisheries for the LRFFT are stunting attempts to
shift the trade towards sustainability.
Global biodiversity is in dire straits. With more species considered
threatened today than ever in recorded history, there is an urgent
need to move the wildlife trade towards sustainability. This report
recommends urgent actions that can help to enable this shift:
•

Commit with a firm prohibition by the HKSAR Government of the
illegal wildlife trade and combat wildlife trafficking, accompanied
by a plan of action.

•

Regulate the legal wildlife trade, by developing due diligence
legislation that encourages imports from legal, traceable sources;
in doing so engage key trading partners.

•

Develop traceability systems that tag CITES-listed animals and
plants imported into Hong Kong with a species appropriate
marking.

•

Improve trade transparency and monitoring, by mandating public
disclosure of non-detriment findings in the trade of CITES-listed
species; impose requirements to declare exports of wildlife
products; and further develop the data collection system with
species-specific custom codes.

•

Tackle wildlife crimes through supportive developments such
as the disclosure of company beneficial owners; and focus the
messaging in public awareness campaigns to link wildlife crimes
with consumer demand for wildlife products.
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Introduction
“The British colony of Hong Kong is an unabashed shop
window for leopard and tiger skins, and the annual consumer
of tens of thousands of smaller carnivores and birds of prey
imported from China.”1
“During the early 1970s … a visit to the market would reveal
cages of wild mammals and raptors stacked high, and snakes
slaughtered in front of a big crowd.”2

Hong Kong has a
long history of trade
in wildlife

Hong Kong’s trade in wildlife has changed considerably over the
decades. Shops that used to specialise in live animals from the wild
no longer exist in Hong Kong, save for the antiquated snake shops or
turtles and birds for sale at markets. Regulation that removed wild
animals from local markets has also helped to counter the perception
that they are items for consumption.3
While the spectacle of live wildlife species caged, sold and
slaughtered may have disappeared, the trade in wildlife has not. The
sale and trade of many wildlife species in Hong Kong have merely
become more inconspicuous. Wildlife is also sold in its parts or
derivatives, which is often harder to monitor. Interest and demand
has also spread to a myriad of other wildlife products, putting some
species at risk of extinction.

The city has also
become a major
gateway for
Mainland markets
for wildlife products

Today, Hong Kong draws primarily from trade with overseas countries
to meet local demand for wildlife products, and acts as a trade hub
for Mainland China and other countries in the region, including
Vietnam. Trade routes are also becoming more complex than ever, at
times obfuscating a wildlife product’s country of origin.

Some wildlife
products have
become signals
of opulence
and objects of
investment

From pangolins to orchids, and sharks to seahorses, a wide range
of endangered wildlife is being traded through Hong Kong. Most
wildlife products are consumed as food or used as ingredients for
traditional medicine, as well as for ostentatious reasons, acting as
displays of social status or a sign of respect to guests.4 Declining
species’ populations are also having the perverse effect of rendering
wildlife products as objects of investment, with expectations that
greater rarity in the species will produce rising value and returns for
investors. Commoditising wildlife in such a way creates harrowing
prospects for the survival of some of the world’s most iconic species.
Globally, the demand for wildlife products is greatest in Asia.5
Population growth and rising affluence are linked to higher demand
for luxury products, including many wildlife products.6 Demand for
traditional Chinese medicine, for example, which is linked to the
consumption of endangered animals, is believed to be growing at a
rate of 10 per cent per annum.7
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1.1 Restrictive Trade Measures Triggers
Illegal Markets
Wildlife trade
can cause ex-situ
environmental
degradation

Unregulated trade facilitates the continued degradation of
the environment and the threat of extinction of many species,
particularly in countries where local wildlife regulations are either
absent and/or inadequate and where enforcement is weak. Since
such costs to the environment are not accounted for in the trading
price, Hong Kong and other consumer countries could be seen as
diverting natural resource degradation to other countries to meet
local wildlife demand, while bearing none of the localised cost of a
ravaged environment.

CITES aims to
limit the trade of
the world’s most
endangered species

Without concerted intervention, source countries’ animal and plant
populations, particularly those that are already at or approaching
threatened status will continue to be devastated by the burgeoning
demand from overseas consumers. The UN Convention on the
International Trade of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES) is a global mechanism to regulate the trade of the world’s
most critically endangered wildlife. Currently, 180 member countries
adhere to the convention.8 However, wildlife trade restrictions
often have the unwanted result of creating and/or accelerating an
underground trade, raising the value of the commodity and inviting
other nefarious activities such as corruption, bribery and armed
conflict, which in turn can threaten the integrity of a community’s
social fabric.9 Resource rich, development poor countries are
among the most vulnerable to illegal wildlife trade, where poor
enforcement and inadequate resource protection have led to
widespread poaching, logging and extraction, undercutting legitimate
commerce and compromising efforts towards poverty alleviation and
sustainable development.

East Asia, especially
Mainland China,
has become a hub
for illegal wildlife
products

The illegal trade of iconic species such as rhino horns and elephant
ivory is well known, but it is believed that illegally-sourced marine
products (live reef fish, ornamental reef fish and corals) are more
prevalent and represent a greater loss to the economy, estimated to
be worth US$850 million in East Asia and the Pacific.10 The UN Office
of Drugs and Crime has attempted to quantify the illegal wildlife
trade in this region, conservatively estimated to be valued at US$2.5
billion a year (this excludes illegal timber and offshore fishing).11
Mainland China is the key destination for the illegal wildlife trade
globally, with 80 per cent of wildlife interceptions in the year 2010
occurring in the trade centres of Beijing and Guangzhou.12

1.2 Looking Beyond Hong Kong’s Borders
Few protections
are afforded to
endangered wildlife
not listed on CITES

As a signatory party, Hong Kong complies with CITES to regulate its
trade in CITES-listed species, and has established border controls to
intercept illegal wildlife cargoes. The Customs and Excise Department
(C&ED) intercepts a significant amount of endangered species
cargoes without proper permits each year, estimated to be worth
over HK$36 million in 2013 (see Figure 1). However, one of the
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major limitations of CITES is that it only covers a fraction of species
that need protection, usually until the species are at greatest risk of
extinction. It offers no solution to species that are on an extinction
trajectory until they are on the brink. With CITES as the only means
to regulate the wildlife trade, Hong Kong pays no attention to the
large quantities of threatened wildlife related products that cross its
borders daily.
Figure 1. Endangered species intercepted by Customs and Excise Department13
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Development
of BSAP in Hong
Kong may be an
opportunity to
re-examine wildlife
trade in light of
global biodiversity
goals

The extension of another international treaty, the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD), to Hong Kong in 2011 offers an
opportunity to rethink how the trade in wildlife can be managed.
Enshrined in the principle under Article 3 of the Convention, Hong
Kong has the responsibility to ensure that activities within its control
and jurisdiction do not cause damage to the environment of other
countries or of areas beyond the limits of its borders. Furthermore,
the Convention obliges the development of a Biodiversity Strategy
and Action Plan (BSAP), which Hong Kong is currently formulating.
The BSAP document will set out a plan of action that the city intends
to take to halt the loss of biodiversity. It should therefore include
not only measures to protect local biodiversity but addressing Hong
Kong’s impact on biodiversity beyond its own jurisdiction.
Nowhere is this more important than Hong Kong, which despite with
a relatively small population of 7 million, has an immense ecological
footprint beyond its borders due to its role as a global trade hub.
This report aims to stimulate the government, and society at large, to
consider the impact of Hong Kong’s wildlife consumption and trading
behaviour, and to motivate sustainable use as a guiding principle for
action on the city’s trade in wildlife.
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2

Scope of Study
Trade in local wildlife
and the pet and
aquarium trade are
not covered in this
report

It should be noted that although legal and illegal harvesting of local
species in Hong Kong are of great concern, particularly populations of
turtles and incense trees, the issue is not included within the scope
of this report and is only addressed where it connects with imported
species. Further, the pet and aquarium trade is not discussed here, as
the regulatory and market strategies to improve the sustainability of
this trade are quite different from the trade for consumption.

The trade in four
wildlife products
were chosen as case
studies

A significant portion of this report is dedicated to the four case
studies, which examines the trade into and through Hong Kong,
involving of some of the world’s most iconic species. They include
the trade in elephant ivory, timber, shark fins and live reef fish.
These commodities were chosen for a number of reasons, chief of
which is that they are recognisable and commonly consumed by the
local population, and that at least a portion of the trade in each of
the cases involves threatened species at risk of extinction. Hence
there is scope to build awareness and develop measures towards
sustainability.
Amongst the four cases, Hong Kong is responsible for a significant
share of the global trade, with the exception of timber. Hong
Kong imports more than half of global shark fins and live reef fish
imports.14 Roughly 18 per cent of global seizures (by weight) of illegal
ivory between 2012 and 2013 occurred in Hong Kong.15
The demand for the imports in the four cases is driven in part by
ostentatious reasons; high-value species in particular have become
luxury items and confer a certain social status. As a result, the trade
of some of these high-value species is price inelastic, as demand for
these wildlife products continues to surge concurrently with rising
affluence in Mainland China.

The cases help
highlight gaps and
possible overarching
measures to move
the trade towards
sustainability

Examining the import of these products into Hong Kong can help
highlight the importance of screening processes at the city’s border
checkpoints, as well as the ease with which illegal or unreported
trade can in fact be traded. Together, the cases help to emphasise the
lack of inertia in Hong Kong to regulate wildlife trade, so as to avoid
counteracting its overall ethos of a free and uninhibited trading hub.
The intention of the case study approach is to extrapolate from these
four cases the common regulatory, market and knowledge gaps,
and identify possible measures that can improve the sustainability
of wildlife trade in Hong Kong as a whole. The recommendations of
this report, found in section 8, are local measures that could have a
positive impact on biodiversity in source countries.
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THE IVORY TRADE CASE
THE AFRICAN
ELEPHANT
POPULATION

1.3 million
in 1979

less than
470,000

in 200716

POACHING RATE
35,000 elephants
are poached
every year 17

IVORY EXTRACTION
25% of the tusk in the elephant’s head
A large part of the animal’s head must be
removed to extract the full tusk.

POACHERS

18

The most common way to extract the tusk is
to kill the animal; usually shot down violently.

IVORY SALES
Illegal ivory represents
90% of ivory sales

HK has the largest stockpile of illegal ivory 20

19

Illegal ivory
90%

Since 2003, HK has accrued a stockpile of

33 tonnes of forteited ivory 21

MAJOR IVORY SEIZURES INTERCEPTED IN HK

22

China
Morocco

Togo

Nigeria

UAE

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Kenya
Tanzania

16-17 October 2012
(two shipments = 3.8 tonnes; worth HK$26.7 million)
15 November 2012
(1.3 tonnes; worth HK$10.65 million)
18 July 2013
(2.2 tonnes; worth HK$17.46 million)
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3 January 2013
(1.3 tonnes; worth HK$10.6 million)

3

The Ivory Trade Case
3.1 In a Nutshell
Increasing demand
for luxury ivory
items is decimating
African elephant
populations

Desired for the ivory obtained from their tusks, the African elephant
(Loxodonta africana) has been slaughtered to satisfy the demand
for ornamental ivory items such as jewellery, chopsticks, piano keys,
billiard balls, sculptures and religious statues, as well as for use in
traditional Chinese medicine. The demand for luxury items made
out of “white gold”23 grew in 1979, and in the following decade,
unregulated poaching decimated the African elephant population,
cutting it in half; the population dropped from 1.3 million elephants
in 1979 to 600,000 in 1989.24

African elephants
are keystone species,
meaning their loss
will significantly
affect the entire
ecosystem

Twenty-five per cent of an elephant’s tusk is in its head, so
unfortunately, the most common way to harvest the tusk is by
first violently killing the animal.25 Both the Savannah and Forest
subspecies of the African elephant are keystone species in their
ecosystems, meaning that they offer certain invaluable ecosystem
services and that their loss would leave an enormous void in the
structure of the ecosystem and potentially cause irreplaceable
damage to the local environment. In fact, the African forest elephant
has been known to aid in the germination of 30 different species of
trees.26

The illicit ivory trade Indeed, the illicit ivory trade is putting people’s lives and entire
is also putting people communities at risk, threatening economic engines like tourism, and
has exacerbated insecurity, poverty and armed conflict in Africa.
at risk
The smuggling of ivory has been associated with corruption and
organised crime such as drugs, human and arms trafficking.27
CITES banned
international trade
of ivory, yet it
continues illegally

In an attempt to put an end to this unsustainable slaughter, in
1989, the CITES issued a ban on the international trade of ivory.
However, the desire for ivory remains, and international trade
continues illegally. The greatest market for ivory is found in East Asia,
particularly with China as its final destination.

3.2 The Ivory Trade in Hong Kong
China accounts for
40-70% of the illegal
trade, some of which
comes through Hong
Kong in shipping
containers

China has taken Japan’s place and currently accounts for somewhere
between 40 and 70 per cent of the global illegal trade. Some of
this trade comes through Hong Kong, as one of the key entry ports
for international trade into Mainland China, and has skyrocketed in
recent years.28 In 2008, 2,700 kg of illegal ivory was seized in Hong
Kong,29 increasing to 7,200 kg of seized ivory in 2013.30 Most of
this illegal ivory comes into Hong Kong in shipping containers, as
can be seen in Figure 3. Most of the shipments are coming through
Malaysia, Vietnam, the Philippines (all part of the “Great Eight”)
and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), which were recently put on the
CITES radar to adopt significant measures.31
15

Hong Kong’s crushing
of its stockpiled
ivory is the biggest
worldwide

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Hong Kong’s role as a trade hub has helped
it accumulate a huge stockpile of seized ivory, at 33 tonnes. Hence
its recent commitment to crush 28 tonnes represents a significant
portion of its stockpile, and will be the biggest amount destroyed
amongst other crushing events worldwide.32 The city’s level of
confiscated ivory was even larger back in 1990, when it was granted
permission to sell the 670 tonnes of ivory in its stockpile.33

Figure 2. Ivory seizures by weight and monetary value, for 2003 – 201334
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Figure 3. Methods of transport of 10 most recent ivory seizures in Hong Kong35
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By land

By sea

By air

2.18 tonnes

11.40 tonnes

0.16 tonnes

Hong Kong is also a major centre for the legal ivory commerce. A
2011 survey found 62 outlets that sold ivory items in Hong Kong and
33,516 ivory items in open display, which makes it one of the largest
amounts of ivory available for sale in the world.36
Steady ivory
stockpiles despite
possibly increases
of ivory demand in
Hong Kong

Legal ivory stockpiles in Hong Kong held by individuals and
companies under licence decreased by more than 50 tonnes
between 2009 and 2010, but remained steady between 2010 and
2013 (see Figure 4). These figures coincided with a period where
poaching activity in Africa has increased dramatically,37 spikes in
smuggled ivory been intercepted at the borders in Hong Kong (see
Figure 2), rising illegal markets in the Mainland been observed,38 and
an upsurge of Mainland Chinese tourists in Hong Kong. These factors
should have led to greater sales and an ongoing depletion of ivory
stocks in Hong Kong, but recorded figures do not reflect this. It begs
the question of whether licensee reported data on ivory stockpile are
indeed accurate.

Figure 4. Legal Iivory stockpile in Hong Kong held by licensees39
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3.3 Challenges to Sustainability
3.3.1 Blood ivory vs conservation ivory
To further complicate the issue, there are two types of ivory that
make their way to the market: conservation ivory and blood ivory.40
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Blood ivory is
extracted from an
intentionally killed
elephant, while
conservation ivory
is extracted from an
already dead animal

Blood ivory is the product of an intentional exploitation of a healthy
animal for the sole purpose of extracting its tusks. In contrast,
conservation ivory is extracted from an already dead animal;
this animal can be found already dead in the wild, or may be the
unfortunate victim of a human-species conflict.41 The latter can occur
when human settlements expand into the elephant’s habitat, often
sharing more of the same space, which inevitably causes occasional
clashes of interests. Conflicts arise when elephants, attempting to
meet their basic needs, raid crops or put additional stress on water
sources during a drought. In such cases, people are forced to defend
both the crops and water, and often succumb to shooting at the
animals to drive them away.42
No visual distinction can be made between the two, however, despite
the fact that some countries have tried to reinstate a legitimate ivory
trade with conservation ivory.43

3.3.2 The complications of China’s legal ivory market
CITES approved
sales of stockpiled
ivory hoping that
legal products would
undercut the black
market

After an initial one-off sale of stockpile ivory from several African
countries in 1999, a second one-off sale was approved by CITES in
2008, under the belief that flooding the domestic market in China and
Japan with low priced, legal ivory would undercut the black market.44
The thinking was that by making illegal ivory unprofitable, it could
curb the poaching of elephants.

The sales actually
increased the
demand for ivory

Hindsight has proved that the 2008 sale was a massive failure and
had the opposite effect on the illegal market. The flush of ivory in the
market confused end consumers about their legality, infused interest
amongst buyers with the perceived legitimacy of ivory on the market,
and inadvertently encouraged a new set of market players in China,
including traders, retailers and carvers.45 Importantly, with legal
ivory in circulation, it is easier for smugglers to sell illegal ivory under
the front of a licensed ivory shop.46 Mainland China’s certification
system for telling legal and illegal ivory apart is frequently abused,
with some retailers reusing showpiece certificates for the multitude
of pieces in their backroom illegal ivory stock.47 Investigations by the
International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) in 2011 also found many
unlicensed ivory shops existing alongside and greatly outnumbering
licensed stores at a ratio of six to one.48 Inevitably, poaching activities
exploded, reaching the highest levels ever in 2013, currently
estimated at 20 per cent above the previous 2011 peak in elephants
lost to poaching49 across the African continent.
With a steady increase in demand in Mainland China, poachers also
have a market for their ivory in Hong Kong. As can be seen in Figure 2,
the amount of ivory that Hong Kong customs officials have seized has
increased dramatically since 2010.

By limiting annual
distribution and
raising the prices of
ivory, the Chinese
government only
encouraged the
illegal trade
18

Mainland China is frequently accused to be the culprit of the rising
demand for ivory, but Bryan Christy, who reports for the National
Geographic’s A Voice for Elephants series, believes the main driver of
the ivory trade is in fact the Chinese government.50 Instead of keeping
the prices low, as it had promised at the one-time ivory auction in
2008 where African countries sold their stockpile ivory to fund its
conservation efforts, once the ivory arrived on Chinese soil, the

Chinese bidders, the largest of which was the Chinese government,
raised the prices and sought to release only 5 tonnes of ivory onto
the market annually.51 Not only was it a huge profit margin for the
government, but it also made the market for illegal ivory profitable.
Furthermore, by limiting distribution each year, the supply gap of
legal ivory was conveniently filled by smuggled ivory to meet the
burgeoning demand.
The Chinese
government has
been expanding
its ivory carving
capacity - a worrying
sign

According to Christy, the Mainland’s stance about elephants
of late remains very much pro-trade, and has been seeking
for a more legitimate supply of ivory on the CITES stage.52 The
Chinese government has also been expanding its ivory capacity
by constructing new carving factories, subsidizing carving schools
and opening up retail outlets in Mainland China and Hong Kong.53
The resurfacing of the carving industry in Mainland China is a
worrying sign, given the limited legal trade and the gloomy outlook
of an animal product at the cusp of extinction.54 It is also at risk of
repeating history. In 1990, when the CITES trade ban on elephant and
elephant products came into force, the UK Government orchestrated
a trading extension for Hong Kong, then a British colony, to sell its
ivory stockpile of some 670 tonnes.55 This sale was controversial
because it occurred after the ban, and on top that, 12 tons of ivory
tusks intercepted in Kenya and Tanzania around that time were also
allegedly destined for sale in Hong Kong.56 Elephant populations
were back then at their lowest numbers ever. The UK’s Foreign
Secretary defended their decision on the trade extension for Hong
Kong, stating that it was done in order to postpone the job losses of
around 2,000 ivory carvers in the city.57 Ten years later, the status of
Hong Kong ivory carvers changed dramatically. Reports note that no
craftspeople are working full time,58 owing to the much lower labour
cost in the Mainland, and many had either passed away or changed
professions.59 No doubt the Mainland will also need to look towards
the African continent for supplies of ivory to prop up its growing
industry of craft workers, schools and factories it is currently building.

3.4 Moving Forward on Sustainability
3.4.1 Sustainability
Ivory is viewed as a
historic symbol of
success

An old Chinese fable tells of an emperor who laid out a test to
determine which of his sons would succeed him. He told his sons to
choose between gold, jade and ivory. The son that chose ivory was
awarded with the throne, because ivory represents wealth, wisdom
and status.60 Elephant ivory became a luxury good for the upper
class during the Ming Dynasty, and a symbol of prosperity.61 As the
Chinese economy develops and the middle class swells, more people
look toward historic symbols as their own marker of success, which
fuels international trade despite the CITES ban issued over twenty
years ago.

Reinstating a
commercial trade
of ivory would
fail to stop the
illicit poaching of
elephants

Recent research considered the possibility of reinstating commercial
trade of ivory as a means of achieving sustainability.62 One of the
biggest challenges, however, is controlling the rate of harvest. The
legal trade of ivory prior to the 1989 ban had failed to stop the
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market for illegal ivory and the poaching of elephants, despite a
quota system that was imposed.
Current mechanisms for managing the trade ban are also not
effective. INTERPOL estimates that national authorities worldwide
are intercepting a mere 10 per cent of the illegal ivory in the global
black market.63 CITES programmes developed to monitor the ivory
trade and illegal poaching of elephant populations have been slow at
detecting and tracing illegal supply chains.64
There can never be a Under the current condition of a thriving illegal ivory market and a
sustainable or ethical lack of control on demand, a feasible and sustainably managed trade
in ivory cannot exist. Even if an effective mechanism was in place to
ivory trade
track ivory from the fields of Africa to the shopfronts in Mainland
China or Hong Kong, the meagre size of the population of elephants
remaining in the world would suggest that allowing elephants to
recover from over-exploitation is the most sustainable approach at
this point in time. Biologist Katarzyna Nowak and her team state
that there can never be a sustainable or ethical ivory trade, and that
ivory can only be considered an asset when it is attached to a living
elephant.65

3.4.2 Traceability
Traceability
systems should be
implemented to
enhance surveillance
of the domestic ivory
market

Individuals and companies in possession of ivory products, held
for commercial purposes in Hong Kong are required to apply for a
“license to possess”.66 The Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation
Department (AFCD) keeps track of the domestic ivory market through
inspections and annual self-declaration of ivory stockpile by licensed
owners. Neither the amount of ivory stockpiled nor information
about licensed owners is easily accessible to the public, but such
personal information about licensees is collected and kept by the
AFCD.67
In contrast, the Mainland Chinese Government’s regulatory system
for the possession and sale of ivory includes certification that is
assigned to every piece of the country’s legal stockpile of ivory.68
To more effectively monitor the domestic trade in ivory, Hong Kong
needs to consider implementing a traceability system to identify
and keep track of individual ivory pieces. The Mainland’s model of
an ivory certificate will need to be accompanied by an appropriate
individual marking, perhaps in the form of a barcode, microchip, or
other appropriate tagging mechanism. Such technologies are capable
of keeping a traceable history of the ivory piece, including the region
it came from (through DNA sampling)69 and when the ivory was
extracted from the elephant (using carbon dating tests).70 These
technologies could also be applied to investigations71 of suspected
illegal ivory, by determining the elephant’s year of death, which helps
to authenticate its legality as a pre- or post-Convention ivory piece.

Given the scale of elephant poaching in Africa and rising levels of
Make lists of ivory
licensees open to the ivory seizures in Hong Kong, greater public scrutiny of the domestic
trade market is warranted to ensure legal possession licenses are
public
not used as a front for the laundering of smuggled ivory. In 2013,
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there were 470 licence holders in Hong Kong,72 but details about
licensees are not shared with the public. This is no reason why such
information should not be made public, especially if the licensees
are making legitimate domestic sales in legal ivory. Information
about licenced food and liquor operators are open to the public and
searchable on government websites.73 A list of licenced ivory carving
factory, wholesaler and retailer in Mainland China is also available to
the public online.74

3.4.3 Legality
Boosting the law
enforcement
capacity in source
countries is a main
focus

Law Enforcement
Much attention, and recently international funding,75 have been
placed on boosting the law enforcement capacity in source countries,
and understandably so. It is difficult to expect a handful of park
rangers to patrol entire national parks several times the size of Hong
Kong76 and be successful in immobilising poachers. Criminality needs
to be tackled at all levels of the supply chain. Targeting consumption
is key, and at the demand side, enforcement needs to go beyond
intercepting ivory smuggling at the borders, which is nonetheless
critical, and also includes prohibiting illicit behaviour amongst traders
and retailers as well.

Illegality is plain to
see in Mainland, yet
there are very few
convictions

Illegality is rife and plain to see in the Mainland, with numerous
retail outlets operating without a license, misusing ivory certificates
or using its licensed status as a front for trade in smuggled ivory.
International Fund for Animal Welfare’s (IFAW) investigation found
59.6 per cent of licensed facilities were violating the system in some
way.77 Yet very few arrests result from ivory smuggling interceptions,
and fewer still result in successful convictions. IFAW believes a
vast network of illegal traders exist on the Mainland, traders who
are crafty with their names and contact details and are often wellconnected politically and can pull strings to avoid punishment.78

A secret filming
shows the
willingness of sales
staff to help buyers
avoid detection at
customs

Recently in Hong Kong, reporters posing as interested ivory product
buyers secretly filmed an exchange with salespeople at two of Hong
Kong’s biggest ivory retailers. The raw video showed willingness by
the sales staff to assist potential overseas buyers to evade the law
and avoid detection at customs,79 since it is illegal to carry ivory
bought domestically beyond Hong Kong’s borders. Illegal ivory
seizures have also been on the increase since 2009, as Figure 2
illustrates.

Market inspection
should make use
of international
cooperation and be
more clandestine

Ivory seizures do not represent good compliance to the CITES ivory
trade ban, but the cessation of illegal trade through its borders and
illegal sales do. Stricter enforcement of the law is needed through
more frequent inspections of the market. Sellers in Mainland China
reportedly receive tip offs when inspections are about to happen,
giving them sufficient time to conceal their illegal stock.80 To tackle
this, market inspection should become more clandestine and
undercover. In January 2014, a transnational effort to tackle illegal
trade led by the Chinese government in cooperation with 27 other
countries managed to seize a multitude of illegal wildlife products,
and importantly, exposed an ivory smuggling ring that is headed
by a Chinese national.81 This shows that international cooperation
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and intelligence sharing could yield results, and small-scale market
inspections could provide valuable evidence for larger scale
operations to thwart future illegal activities.
Crushing events
should be paired
with a ban on all
commercial trade

Expecting demand
to decrease with a
reducing supply is a
fallacy

Sale Ban, Not Just Trade Ban
Activist Grace Ge Gabriel eloquently warns that “as long as that
ivory is kept anywhere, it will always be a temptation for people to
get their hands on it.”82 In the past few months, Hong Kong and a
growing number of countries have committed to destroying their
stockpile of seized ivory.83 This includes Mainland China, which has
signalled its intentions to tackle the illegal ivory trade by crushing
6.2 tonnes of its stockpiles,84 in reality only a small portion of the
total stockpile. Like China, many of these countries that have made
commitments allude to the benefit of sending a powerful message to
ivory traffickers and almost imply a corresponding will to crack down
on any illicit activities associated with the ivory trade. However,
the problem is that the crushing event has remained an isolated
act thus far. The exception for now is the US, which in November
2013 crushed 6 tons of stockpile ivory,85 and followed up 3 months
later with a complete ban on the commercial sale of ivory, besides
antiques.86 A similar European Union resolution was passed in
January 2013, calling for member states to adopt a moratorium on all
commercial trade, sales and purchase of ivory.87
Hong Kong and other stockpile ivory crushing countries need to
realise the fallacy in expecting demand to decrease concurrently
with its effort to reduce supply. Since elephants are live animals,
there is no effective control over the elephant supply unless the
world’s elephant populations are poached to extinction in the wild.
Instituting a ban on ivory sales is one way of clamping down on
demand by making it a criminal offence to profit from ivory through
purchase and sales.
Reduce Licensed Suppliers
Given the long lead time required to pass a sales ban into law,
administrative measures could be established in the meantime to
ensure only legitimate commercial ivory holders are licenced. AFCD
could implement administrative measures to revoke inactive licences,
and establish a moratorium on the issuing of licences. Such measures
could limit the supply of licence holders, and potentially enable the
AFCD to more closely monitor the domestic ivory market with a
smaller set of active licensees.

70 per cent of
Chinese citizens
were unaware
elephants died in the
harvesting of ivory
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Reducing Demand
Efforts to reduce the demand for ivory are hampered by a lack of
awareness amongst consumers about the environmental cost of
ivory purchases. According to an IFAW poll conducted in 2007, 7
out of 10 Chinese did not know that elephants are killed for ivory.
Another survey found that 80 per cent of Chinese respondents
owned ivory, and 84 per cent intended to buy more.88 Organisations
working on elephant conservation and the ivory trade are well aware
that demand side awareness campaigns are crucial, and prominent
groups such as WildAid are using celebrity endorsers such as Yao
Ming, China’s treasured ex-basket baller, to spread awareness on the
killing of elephants for our ivory demands.

The HKSAR
Government
announced the
destruction of its
ivory stockpile

Hong Kong’s anti-ivory trade movement is also growing in
momentum, having successfully advocated for the government to
destroy its stockpile ivory and discontinue its policy of withholding
the stockpile for supposed educational purposes. Campaigners also
succeeded in pressuring major retailers such as Chinese Arts & Crafts,
Wing On Department Store and Yue Hwa to stop selling ivory.89
Most significantly, people in China are receiving the message and
helping to spread it themselves. An anti-elephant poaching article
published in the Southern Weekly on 15 November 2013 went
viral on Weibo, which is Mainland China’s Twitter/Facebook hybrid
social media site.90 Over 10 million people retweeted the article,
meaning that more than 10 million people read it and thought it
was noteworthy enough to share with their friends.91 These are
milestones in the advocacy to end the ivory trade, and there is hope
left for African elephants if awareness of the issue continues to
spread.
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THE TIMBER TRADE CASE
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The Timber Trade Case
4.1 In a Nutshell
The timber trade is
mostly supported
by the logging of
natural forests

At present, only 10 per cent of the world’s original forests are
left.100 Meanwhile, the demand for wood products shows no sign of
abating. The global wood trade is estimated at around US$350 billion
annually,101 and while a small portion of this demand is satiated
by plantation and certified sustainable forests, a considerable
amount comes from logging of natural forests. The global trade is
also supplemented by timber from illegal logging, which by some
estimates amounts to 10-30 per cent of all logging worldwide.102
The proportion of illegal timber in the East Asia and Pacific region is
higher, at around 30-40 per cent of all wood exports.103

Illegal logging can
cause the complete
devastation of a
forest habitat

Illegal logging in pristine forests, once it starts, can lead to further
activities that systematically degrade forest quality, and often
culminate in complete devastation and conversion of the land for
other purposes.104 Clearing forests for agriculture has become a
significant driver of deforestation, particularly in tropical forests.105
Such incursions not only destroy habitats for biodiversity, but also
contribute considerably to the release of carbon dioxide emissions.
Illegal logging also has a huge toll on forest communities, as it
indiscriminately strips away forest resources critical for the livelihood
of millions of people worldwide. Illegal logging is associated with
conflict between logging companies and local communities, violence
and human rights abuses, worsening corruption and the exacerbation
of poverty.106 The loss of tax incomes and revenue from illegally
harvested wood is said to cost governments in producer countries at
least US$10 billion per year.107

China is the mecca
of the timber trade,
both legal and illegal

China has emerged for over a decade as the biggest producer and
exporter of processed wood products, as well as the largest importer
of tropical timber.108 Since it imports from a number of countries
considered at high risk of illegal harvesting, China is also deemed
to be at the centre of the illegal timber trade. One of the major
routes for Mainland China’s timber trade is through Hong Kong, and
the city could be serving a supporting role as a landing port for the
clandestine trade in illegal timber, to feed the increasingly insatiable
domestic appetite for tropical timber products on the Mainland.

Taking measures
at all levels of the
supply chain is the
critical next step

Sustainable forest management can be achieved with a suitable legal
framework, good governance and pricing that reflects the social and
environmental costs.109 Such practices have been promoted in forest
sectors around the world, producing viable markets for sustainable,
certified timber. Ensuring that reciprocal laws and enforcement
capacities are in place for countries across the supply chain, whether
as producers, consumers and trading ports, is the critical next step.
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4.2 The Timber Trade in Hong Kong
More timber might
be re-exported to
the Mainland than
reported

The market value of Hong Kong’s timber trade in 2013 was worth
roughly HK$3.4 billion,112 compared with a global market of HK$232
billion113 (see Figure 5). The volume of Hong Kong’s timber trade has
remained relatively consistent over the past decade (see Figure 6),
down from a peak of over a million cubic metres of timber imported
between the years 1999 to 2004. In 2013, the import volume is 0.7
million cubic metres.
Available statistics show that currently just less than half of the
imported timber is being re-exported.114 Such high rates of local
consumption seem unlikely, as Hong Kong no longer has a timber
processing industry, and local retailers tend to import finished
wood products that have been processed in Mainland China and
elsewhere. It is possible that imported timber is being re-exported,
but not officially declared, perhaps to conceal some clandestine
activity.
Hong Kong is one of the major gateways for timber to Mainland
China, in part due to its land corridor with Shenzhen, the bordering
metropolis, which has become an important importing and
processing hub for certain timber products.115 With an emphasis in
Shenzhen on processing tropical species, a high proportion of Hong
Kong’s imports are in fact tropical timber.116 Shenzhen also trades in
high-value timber products, and in particular with high-end species
of tropical rosewood, for which Hong Kong is often the preferred port
of entry. The city’s relatively simple customs procedures and absence
of import taxes allow traders to bypass the tariffs at most Chinese
borders.117 Six out of the 33 species of rosewood are considered
endangered, and trade is restricted with their listing in CITES, but to
get through the Hong Kong-Shenzhen border, there are apparently
“many ways for traders to avoid paying import taxes and undergoing
customs inspections on entry to Shenzhen”.118

Figure 5. Value of Hong Kong’s timber trade
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Figure 6. Import and export quantity of Hong Kong’s timber trade
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4.3. Challenges to Sustainability
Illegal timber trade
is difficult to tackle
at all levels of the
supply chain

4.3.1 How illegal trade works
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime estimates that the
East Asia and the Pacific region account for some 70 per cent of
all illegal timber exports reaching the global market.119 In fact, the
illicit timber trade is one of the top earners for criminal syndicates
in this region, coming in second only to counterfeit goods in terms
of total trade value, and ahead of the black market trades in heroin,
methamphetamines and people smuggling. One of the challenges
in combating the illegal trade in timber is to tackle illegality at every
stage of the supply chain. The sequence can start with either the
illegal clear-cutting of a forested area or selective logging in the case
of rare, endangered and highly valued species.
“Illegal logging takes place in many forms, from illegal logging
in protected areas or large-scale illegal logging without
permits in remote areas, conflict zones and border areas,
to advanced laundering operations mixing legal with illegal
logs through bribery, re-definition of forest classification,
forged permits, exceeding legal concessions and clearing
or laundering through plantations, biofuel production and
ranching establishments.”120

Clear cutting for
agriculture supplies
much of the illegal
timber

Forest plantations, as well as crop cultivations of soy, rubber, palm
oil etc. have become major drivers of deforestation because their
legitimate permits allow them to be grown directly adjacent to
natural forests. Land conversions for agriculture are now responsible
for 73 per cent of all deforestation in tropical and sub-tropical
countries.121 Illegal logging often occurs in conjunction with legal land
conversions, in order to enlarge their land for growing.
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There are many ways Once illegally logged timber is mixed with legal timber, it is difficult
to tell them apart. This is especially the case once illegal timber
to conceal illegally
crosses borders, and is often laundered with bribes at border points,
logged timber
or with forged permits by hacking into government websites, or
reusing existing export permits or certificates from legal products
to launder illegal ones.122 Exporting the timber to a neighbouring or
third country can mask the illegality of a timber shipment through
forged documents to change the ownership and assumed origin of
timber.123 It could be exported to a nearby country and re-imported
as a legitimate shipment, or to a third country and transferred to
fraudulent companies to avoid paying taxes.
It will require
international
cooperation to
unmask the primary
timber criminal
syndicates

Unmasking the criminal syndicates that are driving the illegal timber
trade and tackling the widespread corruption therein will take
more than incidental police crack-downs and merely increasing
enforcement capacity at individual borders. It will require full
investigative operations and cooperation among national agencies to
examine the combination of illegal logging, tax fraud and laundering
that often make up the contemporary illegal timber trade.

Both a market
shift and strict
enforcement are
necessary to address
criminal groups

Efforts to create trade incentives and establishing markets for
legal timber (see section 4.4) are unlikely to discourage criminal
groups from illegal logging and laundering timber, unless the profit
and risk motive drastically changes. A combination of reducing
demand, lowering profit margins and increasing risks124 through
tough enforcement and harsh penalties is necessary to diminish the
incentives to trade in timber for criminal groups.

4.3.2 Trafficking via Hong Kong
Hong Kong acts as a stepping-stone into Mainland China, providing
opportunities for imported illegal timber to be re-labelled to
obscure origins and to mis-declare the species type, to evade CITES
restrictions.125 One study of the illegal Siamese rosewood trade
finds the demand from Mainland China has rendered Hong Kong
into a convenient stopover along the smuggling route.126 The city’s
port infrastructure allows these shipments to be reloaded and reexported to Mainland China, thereby meeting the stringent demands
of Chinese customs.127 Lower value rosewood, with less of a risk
of smuggling, is transported through other regular ocean-going
routes.128
As an international
business centre,
Hong Kong has
the capability to
facilitate illegal trade

Inadequate oversight over the trade of illegal timber could mean
that criminal activities are occurring undetected by local authorities.
In 2010, WWF estimated that the amount of illegal timber being
trafficked into Hong Kong could be as high as 30 per cent of all timber
traded.129 Hong Kong could be facilitating the illegal timber trade in a
number of ways:
•
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As a financial hub whereby banks and investors in Hong Kong
are financially backing companies involved in illegal logging,
as well as other activities such as plantation and agricultureled conversion of forest land. For example, some of Hong
Kong’s biggest banks have been implicated for giving loans and

facilitating transactions by logging companies that are logging
illegally.130
•

As a place where companies that could be conducting illegal
activities would like to get floated on the stock market. For
example, Samling Global, a Malaysia based logging company
notorious for dubious logging practices,131 chose to list on the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 2007.132

•

By inadvertently facilitating corporate structures that disguise
companies involved in illicit activities. Often called shell or
anonymous companies, they allow the person(s) that ultimately
benefit from dubious activities to hide from the authorities.133
Regulation could be established to prevent this, and the recent
amendment to Hong Kong’s Companies Ordinance could assist in
the crackdown on such practices (see section 8).

4.3.3 China’s grip on the international timber trade
Any discussion on Hong Kong’s timber trade is not complete without
a look at Mainland China, to which much of Hong Kong’s timber
imports are destined.
As the global centre
for wood processing,
China imports vast
amounts of timber

China has billed itself as the world’s wood processing centre, which
is illustrated by the bulk of its imports dominated by round logs,
sawn timber, wood chips and pulp for paper production.134 However,
the industry depends on imports for over 50 per cent of its timber
supply.135 The Mainland has made strides in recent decades to
develop plantation forests, but imports consistently supersede
domestic production.136 Its forest plantations are predominately
poplars, Chinese-firs and Masson’s Pines, which are mostly used in
the plywood and pulp/paper industries, so there is a heavy reliance
on imports for tropical hardwoods used in high end furniture and
flooring.137

A large amount of
Chinese imports are
thought to be illegal

As with its ascension as the world’s biggest importer of wood
products, China has also become a major importer of illegal wood.
A conservative estimate suggests a minimum of 10 per cent of all
logs and sawn timber imported in 2011 was illegal.138 Others believe
it could be as high as 40 per cent of timber products exported from
China to the major consumer markets around the world that are
from illegal sources.139 Logs and sawn wood constitute just less than
half of all wood imports in China, and according to analysis by the
Environmental Investigation Agency, about 54 per cent of log imports
by volume, and 39 per cent of sawn wood imports by volume are
from illegal sources.140 China’s state-owned companies also play
a significant role in trade from certain countries, some of which
have a high risk of illegal logging. About 45 per cent of all logs from
Papua New Guinea are shipped to state enterprises, and many are
responsible for delivering illegal shipments from countries that have
bans on exporting logs, such as Indonesia and Mozambique.141
Export bans and other efforts to reduce the instance of illegal logging
in supply countries have often had an immediate impact on Chinese
imports. Russia raised its log export duty to 25 per cent of the export
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value in 2008, which led to a sharp reduction in the share of soft
wood imports coming from Russia, from a high of 91 per cent in
2007, to 28 per cent in 2013.142
China has great
potential to tackle
the illegal timber
trade

Progress against illegal timber has occurred in both producer
and consumer countries, in terms of a legal prohibition on illegal
timber, forest governance reforms, timber certification and bilateral
commitments to foster the legal trade of timber. This has reportedly
led to a 22 per cent reduction in illegal timber production globally
from 2002 to 2010.143 However, while it might be assumed that
measures to tackle illegal logging in some of China’s key trading
partners, including the US and the EU, could subsequently have an
influence on China’s import behaviour, the actual share of exportfocused wood processing might suggest otherwise. China’s domestic
demand for wood products has risen rapidly, with Deutsche Bank
estimating in 2007 that only 16 per cent of the country’s wood
products output was intended for exports.144 Measures to address
illegal logging, therefore, must target the end consumers within
China. Hence there is enormous potential for the Mainland Chinese
Government to help eradicate illegal and unsustainable logging
through domestic actions that tackle illegal timber imports.

4.4 Moving towards Sustainability
4.4.1 Mainstreaming sustainability
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Illegal logging is
being addressed in
both producer and
consumer countries

Laws and regulations have emerged in the past few years to tackle
the prevalence of illegal logging. This is occurring not only in
producer countries that aim to tackle corruption by aiding in the
illegal taking of endangered tree species or logging in places outside
of concession areas and in protected areas. It is also happening in
consumer countries, of which a select few are beginning to exercise
their sovereign rights to deny entry to wood products without
adequate proof of legality.

Certification
schemes are
increasing the size
of the sustainable
timber trade

Due in part to these regulations and to tools like the forest
certification schemes, a growing portion of the world’s forests are
being recognised as sustainable. As of May 2013, there were 417
million hectares of certified forest areas, representing just over 10
per cent of the world’s forest areas.145 Growth in certified forests
equates to the size of Germany being certified each year,146 although
certification is still relatively undeveloped in Asia, with only 2.1 per
cent of its forests being certified.147

Certifications are not
enough; a reduction
in deforestation is
necessary

Certification has been valuable in contributing to the definition of
sustainably managed timber. The criteria used by timber certification
organisations provide a list of requirements for timber products to
be considered sustainable or responsible (see Table 1). But for the
variety of schemes that claim to provide sustainable timber products,
the concept of sustainability is a contested one.

Table 1. Two main types of international forest certification provide standards for 		
sustainable forest management
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
The FSC principles and associated
criteria provide the basis for FSC forest
certification:
Principle 1: Comply with laws and FSC
Principles.
Principle 2: Establish tenure and use
rights and responsibilities.

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification (PEFC)
Management practices must follow best
practice requirements to obtain the PEFC
Sustainable Forest Management Certificate,
ensuring that:
•

Biodiversity of forest ecosystems is
maintained or enhanced.

•

The range of ecosystem services that
forests provide is sustained:

Principle 3: Uphold indigenous peoples’
rights.

»» they provide food, fibre, biomass
and wood;

Principle 4: Enhance community relations
and worker’s rights.
Principle 5: Maintain long-term benefits
from the forest.

»» they are a key part of the water
cycle, act as sinks capturing and
storing carbon, and prevent soil
erosion;

Principle 6: Reduce environmental impact
and restore ecosystems.

»» they provide habitats and shelter for
people and wildlife; and

Principle 7: Develop management plans.

»» they offer spiritual and recreational
benefits.

Principle 8: Monitor and assess to
demonstrate progress.

•

Principle 9: Enhance maintenance of high
conservation value forests.

Chemicals are substituted by natural
alternatives or their use is minimised.

•

Workers’ rights and welfare are
protected.

•

Local employment is encouraged.

•

Indigenous peoples’ rights are
respected.

•

Operations are undertaken within the
legal framework and following best
practices.

Principle 10: Manage plantations in
accordance with FSC Principles and
Criteria.

Regardless, creating
a sustainable market
is valuable

These differences in certification standards notwithstanding, the
development of markets for sustainable wood products has helped
advance the global trade by providing a means for consumers to
differentiate between sustainable and unsustainable sources of
timber. The value of this for trade hubs like Hong Kong should not
be underestimated, despite the current low profile that forest
certifications have locally, as the soft infrastructure that is already
available can be promoted for much wider use if a more concerted
effort is put in place to drive sustainable timber trade.
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Develop a
sustainable forestry
network in Hong
Kong comprised of
various stakeholders

Greater effort is needed to boost sustainable sourcing of timber
products within Hong Kong, and one proposal to achieve this is
the development of a sustainable forestry network comprised of
government bodies, businesses, academics, professionals and nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) that have a stake in the issue.150
Hong Kong could benefit from collaborative research to build up
statistics about local forest product use and from disclosures about
purchasing policies of Hong Kong-based businesses and other
institutions. It could potentially become a constructive lobbying
force for policy change on forest matters and for building up of an
awareness-raising capacity.
Certification can help to address deforestation, but the rate of forest
certification must increase substantially, particularly in Asia, where
the rate of deforestation is the highest in the world.151 This is because
the current rate of forests being certified will not outpace the rate of
deforestation under business-as-usual modelling.152 Other efforts will
be needed to tackle the various drivers of deforestation, and need
to include measures that reduce the demand for timber products
and that stop the practice of developing crops for palm oil, soy and
rubber by deforesting natural forests. There is value in making sure
forests remain intact: studies from Global Witness have shown that
industrial operations that begin in any part of a previously unlogged
forest will actually facilitate future logging activities in the area, aided
by construction of roads and other infrastructure.153

4.4.2 Legality
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Hong Kong has no
regulations currently
in place to address
illegal timber

Hong Kong’s trade laws currently do not control for endangered
species or prioritise sustainable wood products. Other than the
protection of the few CITES-listed species, the trade in illegally
sourced timber is not regulated at all. Hong Kong only protects
certain timber species through the Protection of Endangered Species
of Animals and Plants Ordinance (Cap. 586), which includes a list of
CITES-designated species that cannot be traded or must be traded
under a permit. This means that other than CITES-listed species,
customs officers at Hong Kong’s borders are not empowered to stop
imports that they might otherwise know are derived from illegal
sources.

Other nations have
recently begun to
develop regulations
to confront illegal
timber

Perhaps the overriding reason why illegal logging still persists is
that there is no firm legal prohibition in the majority of countries
worldwide to refuse illegal timber. Only in recent years has this issue
been addressed in the US, the EU and in Australia, which have all
developed new legislation to regulate imports of timber into their
markets. These laws have created a new regulated demand for
traceable, legal timber products, and are likely to impact not only
importers, but also others along the global supply chain, to exercise
due diligence and minimise the risk of trading in illegal harvested
timber.

Box 1: What is considered ‘illegal’ timber?
Both the EU trade regulation154 and the Australian Illegal Logging Prohibition
Act155 define illegally logged timber as being harvested in contravention of laws
where the timber was harvested. The regulations apply equally to illegally logged
timber in the respective countries (within the EU and Australia) or imported
from overseas.
The US Lacey Act156 further elaborates on this by defining 6 types of violations157:
•

theft of plant;

•

taking plant from a designated protected area;

•

taking plant from other types of ‘officially designated areas’ recognised by a
country’s laws and regulations, e.g. community forests;

•

taking plants without, or contrary to, required authorisation, e.g. harvesting
beyond the permitted area;

•

failing to pay appropriate royalties, taxes or fees associated with the harvest,
transport or commerce; and

•

violating laws concerning export or trans-shipments, such as exporting logs
from a country with a log-export ban.

One common feature among the three areas’ new legislation is that the
violations of the law in the country where the timber was harvested are applied
in the classification of legality in the US, the EU and Australia. The US further
specifies that violations in any of the supply chain countries, of which there may
be many, could trigger a violation of the Lacey Act.
This means that for major trade hubs such as Hong Kong, the US Lacey Act has
the potential to implicate Hong Kong businesses of an illegal timber product
if it lands within US borders. With a significant amount of Hong Kong’s timber
exports destined for markets like the US, the EU and Australia, local timber
trading businesses will need to take note of compliance requirements with the
new legislation of these countries, and must at least maintain access to product
information such as the previous suppliers, the tree species, the country of
harvest and proof of steps taken to ensure it was legally harvested.
The three approaches differ slightly in how legality needs to be proved. The
EU system requires the “first placer” of timber products on the EU market to
exercise due diligence, which means operators need to show it has undergone
a process to minimise the illegality risk. This is outlined in the EU Timber
Regulation as the need to provide information describing the timber products,
assess the risks in the supply chain and mitigate such risks, where it exists, by
requiring additional information and verification from the supplier. In practice,
operators can prove legality by simply focusing on Forest Law Enforcement,
Governance and Trade (FLEGT) licensed products.
The Lacey Act requires individuals and companies to exercise due care, which
provides some flexibility in the marketplace, as no procedures are prescribed.
Unlike the EU Timber Regulations, third-party certification or verification
schemes are not automatic proof of legality under the Lacey Act.
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Hong Kong should
look to other
countries’ solutions
to develop their own
set of controls

The new timber import laws in the US, the EU and Australia provide
a viable approach for Hong Kong to transform its own laws and
regulations towards sustainability. In particular, the US Lacey Act’s
approach of piggybacking off of foreign laws to define a product’s
legality could be an applicable model for Hong Kong to adopt, and
could help overcome the city’s current lack of regulation and control
over the timber trade. Most importantly, a more encompassing
definition of legal timber in Hong Kong could help empower local
customs authorities to stop the import of timber that is often
conducted via corruption and over-exploits forests and people, which
they currently have no power to control.

Other initiatives
have sprung up in
place of the lack of
law on sustainable
timber

Such laws, when local conditions are taken into account, could
take considerable time to develop. Furthermore, it would be ideal
to develop cooperation agreements with other governments in
the region to establish similar commitments for tackling the trade
in illegal timber (see section 4.4.3). In the meantime, without the
law as a driver of sustainable timber, initiatives have spawned at a
sectoral level. The HKSAR Government’s public procurement policy,
for example, mandates government departments and bureaux to use
FSC certified paper, wooden furniture etc.158

4.4.3 Bilateral partnerships

The EU has
adopted voluntary
partnership
agreements to
secure sustainable
timber

The EU goes a step further in building a market for legal timber.
As well as placing the onus for identifying suppliers with trusted
supply chains, the EU is actively seeking out producer countries
that are willing to make legislative and governance reforms in the
forest sector. Called voluntary partnership agreements, under the
EU’s wider plan to tackle illegal logging in the FLEGT Action Plan,
the partnerships help the EU secure channels of legal timber for
EU countries to import, providing assurances about sustainable
management practices. The agreements are also a unique outreach
on the part of the EU to parts of the world where it has previously
exported deforestation through their import of illegal timber. With
its clout as one of the world’s biggest buyers of timber products,
it has the capacity to address the governance problems that
have prevented major timber producers from effectively tackling
corruption associated with ongoing deforestation. This means that
the FLEGT Action Plan can also deal with deforestation, as well as
poverty, conflict and exploitation associated with deforestation159 at
their source. Partner countries receive support from the EU to make
relevant sectoral reforms, and can benefit from increased revenues
from the legal timber sector.

Hong Kong could
implement a similar
strategy of bilateral
agreements with
partner countries

Hong Kong imports far less timber than the EU but could adopt a
similar strategy of establishing bilateral agreements with partner
countries to license legal timber. Like the EU programme, this could
be done with the institution of licensing schemes and subsidies
for reforms in order to secure a channel of legal timber. A legality
verification scheme for Hong Kong needs to be accompanied by
a legally binding prohibition on the illegal timber trade for the
scheme to be credible.160 The HKSAR Government could establish
a requirement that all trades with producer countries that are
considered at “high risk” of illegal logging to be independent
certified, perhaps with FSC or PEFC.161

Hong Kong could
also pursue free
trade agreements

Alternatively, Hong Kong can pursue forest stewardship in producer
countries through free trade agreements (FTA). The US’s 2006 trade
promotion agreement with Peru included a clause to promote
improved forest sector governance and development of the trade in
legal timber.162 Since 2010, Hong Kong has begun establishing free
trade agreements with countries such as New Zealand, Chile and the
EU,163 but none include such requirements for the trade of legally
logged timber.
Many of the recommendations mentioned will require an initial
commitment for resources to develop a better understanding of the
issue. To build on actions for tackling illegal timber imports locally,
Hong Kong will need to simultaneously lobby regional partners
to adopt similar commitments, perhaps in the form of a joint
declaration with Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) countries.
It would be of enormous benefit if Hong Kong could lobby city and
provincial governments in Mainland China to develop comparable
sustainable trade policies and to formulate complementary
regulations and trade requirements on traders.

Hong Kong should
first firmly prohibit
illegal timber
imports

Implementing a firm prohibition on illegal timber through legislation,
in combination with bilateral partnerships with producer countries
to establish guaranteed reliable timber sources, could seriously
challenge the prevalence of timber-related crimes. The HKSAR
Government could further support local traders and buyers of timber
products by commissioning independent risk assessment studies
from producer countries and regions,164 to reduce the burden on
businesses in identifying low risk sources to import from, and in
practising due diligence.
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THE SHARK FINS TRADE CASE
Estimated to be worth

Annual shark mortality
amounts to

US$400 million to
US$550 million

approx. 97 million

165

a year at minimum
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Hong Kong is responsible
for roughly 50%
of the global trade

IMPORTS OF SHARK FINS
TO HONG KONG
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14 species of sharks make up 40% of the shark fins sold in the Hong Kong market.
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5

The Shark Fins Trade Case
5.1 In a Nutshell
Shark populations
are at risk
worldwide, which
can significantly
impact the marine
ecosystem as a
whole

The mortality of sharks is conservatively estimated as 97 million
annually.170 This level of sustained harvest has taken a huge toll
on the world’s great fisheries, with shark populations declining
as much as 70 to 80 per cent from unexploited levels.171 Fisheries
collapse of the porbeagle sharks in the North-western Atlantic172
and oceanic whitetip sharks in the Gulf of Mexico173 are thoroughly
documented; however, many other regions lack thorough
assessment of shark population status, particularly those in the
Indo-Pacific,174 a hotspot for shark diversity175 but also the most
threatened.176 Studies of major fisheries regions have shown that
once populations of top predators, such as sharks, are decimated,
the impact on the surrounding ecosystem can be disastrous and
cascades throughout the food chain177.

Demand for shark
fins is the primary
cause for global
shark slaughter

The predominant driving force of shark degradation worldwide
is the demand for shark fins.178 The value of fins far outweighs
the market for shark meat and other uses, where retail prices
can reach over US$918/kg for shark fins,179 which compares with
US$15/kg for shark meat in some markets.180

Hong Kong is at the
centre of the trade
both as a consumer
and a gateway to
Mainland China

For several decades, Hong Kong has been the centre of the shark
fins trade and is responsible for over 50 per cent of global imports
in the trade.181 The demand for shark fins is concentrated in
Chinese communities worldwide, but Hong Kong plays a dominant
role where shark fins soup is a popular delicacy in celebratory
banquets. The city serves as a key entrepôt for Mainland China,
where shark fins have reached the bracket of affordability for the
burgeoning middle class.

Shifts in attitude
are not enough to
restore depleted
shark stocks

Recent reductions in the shark fins trade in Hong Kong182 and
changing attitudes in Mainland China183 may soon help to lessen
the pressure on the world’s shark populations. However, even
if declines in demand are sustained, areas with depleted stocks
could take decades, if not centuries, to recover.184 Regulations
and monitoring of this market are crucial for increasing the
sustainability of the shark trade, and Hong Kong may have an
influential role to play in driving this shift amongst its trading
partners.

5.2 The Shark Fins Trade in Hong Kong
Shark fins import
to Hong Kong have
remained steady
until 2011

There has been some progress in efforts to regulate shark fisheries
in a number of countries. They include shark-finning bans, gear
restrictions, or complete bans on the sale of all shark fins.186
Despite such developments, Hong Kong’s imports of shark fins
have not abated, remaining at a steady rate until quite recently
(see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Imports and re-exports of sharks fins traded in Hong Kong185
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Import volumes have remained steady until 2011 at around 10,000
tonnes, before plummeting in 2011 to 2013. Volumes have dropped
by 20 per cent from 2011 to 2012, and then a further 35 per cent
from 2012 to 2013, to 5,412 tonnes.187 The half year figures for 2014,
up to June, are roughly the same as half of 2013’s import volumes.188
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Similarly, re-exports
have also declined
quite dramatically
from 2011 onwards

Re-exports have also been declining in recent years. Volumes have
reduced by 34 per cent, 28 per cent and 17 per cent on the previous
years during the period of 2011 to 2013, respectively.189 Prior to
2011, re-exports used to make up more than 50 per cent of import
volumes, but since then have reduced to roughly 30 per cent.190

The best way to
reduce trade is
through local efforts
to change consumer
attitudes

Effective reductions in shark fins that are imported into Hong Kong
are most likely found in local efforts to change Chinese consumer
attitudes and preferences for shark fins. A number of campaigns
have been developed in recent years to achieve just that. This may
have attributed to decreases in imports over the past 2 years.191
An estimated drop of 70 per cent in shark fins consumption on the
Mainland during the 2012-13 period192 led to a corresponding decline
of re-exports, at 90 per cent over the same period, from Hong Kong
to Mainland China. This and the general waning of sales in Hong
Kong in the past few years have resulted in local shark fins businesses
downsizing and diversifying into other trade commodities. Some of
the businesses have simply closed down, as an estimated 30 per cent
of shark fins shops have done in recent years.193

5.3 Challenges to Sustainability
The shark industry
currently produces
significant amounts
of negative
externalities

Some shark fisheries
deplete the resource
in one area and then
move on to the next

5.3.1 The causes of population decline
Thirty per cent of the world’s sharks and rays are known194 to be
threatened or near threatened with extinction, according to the
International Union for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) Red List
assessment. Conservation is sorely needed to enable recuperation
of the world’s shark fisheries, and a sustainable approach to the
harvesting of sharks for human consumption should be part of the
solution. Before examining what a sustainable shark industry should
look like, it needs to be understood that not all sharks that are caught
end up on the dinner plate. The process of shark fishing is inefficient
and produces significant, unnecessary mortalities. The major causes
of shark mortality include:
Commercial Shark Fishing
Some fisheries that directly target sharks are typified by the boomand-bust model, whereby fishing is concentrated in one area until
shark catch diminishes, causing local commercial extinction of shark
populations.195 Such fisheries can be slow to recover, and have
catastrophic impacts on the area’s ecosystem and other species in
the food chain.

Hong Kong is a good
example of the
destruction that can
be incurred by overfishing

Hong Kong may be indicative of the drastic measures that are
necessary to restore marine ecosystems in near collapse. On 31
December 2012, the HKSAR Government implemented a trawling
ban within Hong Kong waters and funded a trawler buy-back worth
HK$1.7 billion,196 putting an end to one of the most destructive
forms of fishing. The ban was precipitated by decades of unregulated
fishing within its waters and years of declining catch sizes of fish
and profits for local fishers. Hong Kong’s marine ecosystems lost
their apex predator decades ago; the local shark fisheries were only
commercially viable from the early 1960s to mid-1970s197, and today
Hong Kong has no direct shark fishery.198

The shark stocks
in the South China
Sea are significantly
reduced for
supplying the Hong
Kong market

The shark populations in the South China Sea, once the primary
shark fisheries for Hong Kong’s shark fins market, are in a particularly
poor state. Recent surveys show that only 18 species are now
commonly found in the market out of the 109 species that were once
found in the South China Sea.199 A high proportion is also being sold
at below the size of sexual maturity,200 which could be a foreboding
sign of the imminent population wipe-out if shark fishing continues
at its present level.

Sharks are often
caught as secondary
catch or bycatch
of other fishing
operations

Shark Bycatch and Secondary Catch
The incidental capture of sharks by fishing vessels can be a major
cause of shark mortality. Depending on the species caught, they
can be considered as secondary catch, which are sharks caught
incidentally but valued and kept. Secondary catch can be quite
common amongst fishing vessels targeting tuna and hence the push
for conservation measures that focus on sharks in tuna fisheries
management.201 Incidental shark catches can also be treated as
bycatch, where they are unwanted or only desirable in parts, e.g. for
their fins only (see shark finning). A significant amount of bycatch is
unreported in catch data, especially when they are discarded back
into the sea, dead or alive.
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Shark mortality as a
result of bycatch can
be substantial

Many countries have
required that all
sharks landed must
have fins attached

The mortality rate of sharks through incidental bycatch can be quite
substantial. For example, blue sharks, which are abundant worldwide
in the pelagic zones, make up 82 per cent of the total shark bycatch
in Hawaii's longline fisheries, 47 per cent of Australian longline tuna
and billfish fisheries, and 50 per cent of longline tuna and swordfish
fisheries.202 The amount of bycatch can vary depending on the type
of gear being used, and incidental capture of sharks is most prevalent
with catch methods such as longlines, gillnets, trawls and purse
seines.203 Shark bycatch is also a major issue for fisher folks because
of the damage to fishing gear and the risk posed to the crew.204
Shark Finning and Other Policy Measures
The demand for shark fins has manifested a destructive method
of shark fishing, whereby the fins of the shark are cut off and the
body subsequently discarded at sea. This practice, known as shark
finning, is driven by the disequilibrium in monetary value of shark
fins compared with shark meat and other shark-related products.
Recognising its perversity, a number of countries have instituted
shark-finning laws against such practices within their territorial
waters, although the laws’ effectiveness in reducing shark mortality
has been called to question.205
IUCN and other organisations have advocated for a more stringent
set of measures, including the mandate for fins to be naturally
attached when caught and landed.206 Fins-attached policies tend
to be more successful in reducing shark fishing efforts than shark
finning bans or measures that define the weight to carcass ratio of
landed sharks.207 This is especially true for vessels where sharks are
secondary catch (e.g. vessels targeting tuna), where space on board
is limited and fishers have to be more pragmatic about what they
choose to hold.
Appendix 1 shows the countries that have implemented shark catch
policies amongst the top 20 countries in the shark fins trade. Most
startling is the lack of such policies amongst the highest exporters in
the global shark fins trade. Asian countries in particular have some
way to go in regulating their shark fisheries, as few of them listed in
the top 20 have measures in place, with the exception of Taiwan and
Raja Ampat Islands, a group of islands off the coast of West Papua in
Indonesia.

5.3.2 Life history characteristics and ecosystem impacts
The removal
of sharks in an
ecosystem could
have devastating
consequences

UN FAO keeps an
annual record of
shark catches
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By nature, sharks are slow-growing creatures, reaching sexual
maturity late in life, and producing few offspring.208 This makes them
susceptible to overfishing, and their removal can have a cascading
effect on the food web structure of the ecosystem in which they prey.
Without sharks as the apex predator, prey species can increase in
abundance, placing considerable pressure on marine life lower on
the food chain.

5.3.3 Data discrepancy and monitoring vhallenges
The United Nation's Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) is
the only international organisation that annually updates a record
of shark catches. In turn, the FAO relies on individual countries to

submit catch data, which is often based on landing records at ports
and other landing sites. Several issues have been noted about FAO's
dataset:
Most shark catch
data is not broken
down by species

•

The majority (85 per cent) of shark catch figures are not recorded
by species,209 due to a lack of trained personnel to differentiate
by species at landing sites. They are often aggregated into generic
categories, for example, under "sharks, rays, skates etc., not
elsewhere indicated (nei)",210 or as "shark fins, dried, salted"
under the FAO's Fisheries Commodities Production and Trade
Database, which excludes other preservation methods that are
found in Hong Kong. Such discrepancies in trade data between
countries make it difficult to validate shark population figures and
the rate of decline by species.

The shark trade lacks •
standardised custom
codes

Different countries have adopted varying custom codes, making
it difficult to trace products by species or provenance, especially
across global supply chains.211 The lack of taxonomic resolution
at some, if not all, stages of the supply chain also makes it
impossible to verify catch and trade data.

Bycatch and artisanal •
fishing of sharks goes
underreported

Landing records, not surprisingly, do not account for discards
from shark finning practices or mortality as bycatch, which gets
thrown back into the sea. Artisanal fishing, which may not reach
official landing sites, can also escape recording.212

Hong Kong’s shark
market alone is
far higher than
FAO’s shark catch
estimations

•

Estimates of Hong Kong's shark fins market reveal the extent
of FAO's underestimation of shark catches. The 2006 study
extrapolated from data of Hong Kong’s shark fins auctions as a
proportion of the global trade found the median number entering
the global shark fins trade is estimated at 38 million individuals,
or 1.7 million tonnes by shark biomass.213 These figures are 3 to 4
times larger than FAO's annual shark catch figures.

A harmonised
system is now in
place, but nothing
yet addresses
species-specific data

The World Customs Organisation's Harmonised System was
developed to address such data inconsistencies across supply chains.
A 5-digit code for all commodities was introduced to resolve the
differing taxonomic resolutions in countries' trade records.214 Hong
Kong has adopted these recommendations, and the Census and
Statistics Department now collects shark data on six categories
differentiated by the processing method, such as dried, cured, salted
or in brine.215 These developments are encouraging but fall short of
providing species-specific data, without which the impacts of species
exploitation remain hard to quantify.

5.4 Moving Towards Sustainability
Restoration of
fisheries and a
sustainable trade
are necessary for
shark populations
worldwide

5.4.1 Sustainability
There is no doubt about the vulnerability of shark populations
worldwide. It is estimated that 20 per cent of the world’s shark
species are threatened due to overfishing,216 and of the 14 species of
sharks that are commonly used in the fins trade, 10 are considered
globally endangered.217 The exploitation rate for the world’s shark
population is simply not sustainable at present. On average, 6.4 to
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7.9 per cent of sharks are caught and killed each year (targeted and
incidental), which exceeds the rebound capacity of 4.9 per cent, of 62
shark species studied.218 This global industry needs to move urgently
towards sustainability, which must include the restoration of overexploited areas219 and a reduction in overfishing.220
Campaigns to target
consumer demand
have been gaining
momentum

Recent efforts to increase awareness about the plight of sharks
and the destructive methods of catching sharks have led to a rising
disdain for a product that is thought of as culturally-ingrained.
Advocacy organisations like WildAid, Bloom Association, Hong Kong
Shark Foundation and WWF have launched campaigns in Hong
Kong and Mainland China in the past few years, and a recent survey
of changing consumer attitudes and consumption patterns have
been attributed to consistent awareness building activities in these
markets.221 These groups have also targeted different players in the
supply chain, causing airlines and shipping liners to ban the carriage
of shark fins.222 This no doubt was buoyed by media images of drying
shark fins on rooftops and sidewalks in Hong Kong, which further
fuelled the scorn of consumers and advocates.223 WildAid’s most
recent survey finds that 91 per cent of Chinese consumers in their
sample would support a commercial ban on shark fins.224

The ban of shark
fins at Mainland
Chinese government
banquets was a
milestone

Perhaps in response to changing societal tolerance of acceptable use
of public money, the Mainland Chinese Government has instituted
shark fin bans at official government banquets. This has led some
commentators to cite this as the primary cause of price reductions
amid declining imports,225 where the politburo class is viewed as
being responsible for a high proportion of luxury spending.

HKSAR Government’s Hong Kong followed suit a year later with a similar ban on shark
fin soups and other delicacies involving endangered wildlife,
ban has symbolic
including Bluefin tuna and black moss, at official government
relevance
functions.226 While the Hong Kong ban is less broad in scope and
impact compared to the Mainland Chinese Government’s, the
announcement is perceived as symbolic, as it is the only action the
HKSAR Government has taken so far that seeks to limit the trade and
consumption of specific wildlife products.
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The impact of bans
on fisheries remains
to be seen

Whether the drop in demand can trickle down the value chain and
achieve a reduction of fishing effort in the water remains to be seen.
But WildAid reports, at least anecdotally with artisanal fishers in
Indonesia, the reduced prices now offered to local fishers will not be
enough to cover operational expenses of taking fishing boats out to
sea.227 Trading prices for shark fins in Indonesia decreased by almost
20 per cent in 2012-13, from the previous 10-year price peak in
2002-03.228

Progress in
consumer countries
needs to occur
simultaneously with
sustainable fisheries
management in
source countries

Ultimately, a better indication of progress in reducing shark mortality
is if demand reductions coincide with increased sustainable
management of fisheries in source countries. Of the former, a slump
in shark fin imports and reports of attitudinal changes in China and
Hong Kong in the past two years need to be tempered with the
persistent global demand for shark meat. Worldwide exports of shark
meat from source countries amounted to 708383 tonnes in the years
2000-2009, compared with 83,409 tonnes of shark fin exports during
the same period.229

Development in the latter has, moreover, been unnervingly slow.
Currently there is only one wild capture fishery for the US Atlantic
Spiny Dogfish, which is sustainably certified under the Marine
Stewardship Council’s eco-label.230 This makes it challenging to
advocate for sustainability in consumer countries when there are
so few sources of sustainable alternatives available. Other options
for Hong Kong then could include legal and enforcement measures
locally, since regulation of the shark trade is generally inadequate.
CITES listing provides
limited protection
for endangered
sharks

Legality
As a consumer and trade hub, local efforts towards improving
global shark conservation should see Hong Kong reaching out and
influencing trading partner countries to adopt sustainable fisheries
management. This could include the use of import bans or instituting
trade restrictions on certain shark species in Hong Kong. The CITES
listing provides, to a limited extent, some protection of endangered
sharks. Five new shark species have recently gained increased
protection through CITES, which came into effect on 14 September
2014; four of the species are relevant and commonly targeted for the
shark fins trade (see shark fins infographic on endangered status of
14 common shark species for the fins trade).

It is very difficult to
monitor the legality
of the trade

Listings on CITES’ Appendix 2 indicate that trade is restricted and only
allowed when a shark-catch country determines how much of the
species can be sustainably caught; this is called the Non-Detrimental
Finding (NDF). Determining a sustainable rate of catch for sharks is
inherently difficult, and without good fisheries monitoring it can be
challenging to estimate stock levels or annual mortality rates with
practices like shark finning and bycatch.

Hong Kong should
request for increase
in transparency of
NDFs

Hong Kong could request for NDF decisions to be shared, which
exporting countries have no obligation to under CITES, and mandate
that it be made publicly accessible, to increase independent scrutiny
by the scientific community. It could further encourage their expert
involvement in helping to determine export quotas on a scientific
basis. Without inertia from demand countries, NDFs are less likely
to impel source countries to develop science-led determinations
on fisheries or to exert efforts in developing sustainable fisheries
management.
Relying entirely on CITES to conserve sharks globally will not
address the global devastation of shark populations. Overfishing
occurs with shark species that are not yet listed on CITES but that
are nevertheless vulnerable due to their value for the shark trade.
Hong Kong could consider implementing a ban or an import quota
on individual species it considers to be threatened and/or requiring
urgent action. This should be complemented with a pursuit by the
HKSAR Government for sustainably sourced options. These are bold
actions to intervene in the market, but Hong Kong’s market share
in the shark fins trade may be significant enough to trigger decisive
changes in source countries to supply sustainable alternatives.
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Licensing for
sustainable fisheries
management

To complement this, Hong Kong could adopt a partnership approach
with trading partner countries to assist in their developing of
sustainable fisheries management through the provision of resources
and funding, in return for a secured and licensed supply of shark
products. The EU Voluntary Partnership Agreement for the trade of
legal timber could serve as a model to follow231 (see the timber trade
case study).

Hong Kong
could consider
implementing bans
on non-CITES listed
shark species that
are endangered

No major trade or consumer countries have adopted non-CITES
bans on shark products, although prohibitions on the trade, sale and
possession of shark fins in a handful of island nations and a collection
of states in the US provide examples currently in operation. Further
restrictions on the shark fins trade beyond CITES have so far been
resisted in Asian countries, but with a rapidly changing market,
growing anti-shark fin sentiments and influential governmental
action of late, it could be tolerable for bans on individual shark
species to be introduced in Hong Kong.

Precedent set by
the NPOA-Sharks
shows little hope for
shark management
measures

Early efforts to encourage the uptake of effective shark management
measures have largely failed to meet the increasing decline in shark
populations. The International Plan of Action for the Conservation
and Management of Sharks (IPOA-Sharks) was an international call
for shark catching countries to adopt national shark catch measures
in line with a common set of global principles.232 So far, 13 of the
top 20 shark catching countries, which represent 80 per cent of the
global reported shark catch, have developed national plans of action
(NPOA-Sharks).233 A 2011 analysis, however, found little evidence
of NPOA-Sharks being implemented properly, and that it has not
contributed to “significant improvements in shark conservation and
management outcomes”.234

COFI should expand
discussions beyond
catch nations to
major trading ports
such as Hong Kong

Hong Kong does not have to complete a NPOA-Sharks, despite its
status as a major centre of the shark fins trade. Discussions at the
UN FAO’s Committee on Fisheries (COFI) are exclusive to shark catch
nations in efforts to increase sustainability at source fisheries. COFI
should consider opening up dialogue with major trading ports such
as Hong Kong, to develop coordinated actions across the supply
chain. Recent examples of international sting operations to tackle
the smuggling of ivory illustrate the benefits of such international
cooperation.235

Due diligence
legislation holds
trading businesses
liable for proving
legality

In the medium to long term, Hong Kong can consider developing
due diligence legislation similar to the US Lacey Act236 when the laws
regarding shark captures are likely to be more developed in source
countries. The Lacey Act prohibits the trade of wildlife products
(including fish and other marine wildlife) that contravenes the laws
of the origin and supply chain countries. It holds businesses liable for
knowingly bringing illegal wildlife onto the US shores.
Such laws are necessary to circumvent consumer and trading hubs
like Hong Kong from also becoming smuggling hubs for illegal shark
products. Indeed, this was the fate of the port town of PuQi in
China, which in January 2014 was exposed as the world’s largest
slaughterhouse for endangered sharks. An investigation by the
Hong Kong-based NGO Wild Life Risk found that Taiwanese vessels
that could no longer practice shark finning on-board, due to a 2012
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ban for vessels within its domestic waters, were evading the law
by merely shunting their shark landings to PuQi and other Chinese
ports, where few restrictions and enforcement were in place.237
Perverse incentives
are also at play

Complicating the flow towards a reduction in shark catch are the
non-economic factors that influence how many sharks and other
marine species are caught annually. Countries with some of the
biggest commercial fishing fleets in the world are being sustained
by perverse incentives that are designed to ensure that their global
share of fish catch increases, or at least are maintained, even in an
environment of declining catch per unit effort.238 Incentives such as
fishing subsidies are political decisions, and would be less responsive
to demand-side changes. This is an area where advocacy by the Hong
Kong and Mainland China governments, as the major consumer and
intermediary markets for shark products, could help to influence the
policies of shark catching nations through governmental forums such
as APEC.

5.4.2 Traceability
Increased species
traceability in
Hong Kong would
be valuable in
conservation efforts

For measures aimed at regulating the import of sharks to be
effective, there needs to be a significant boost to the capacity of
traders to trace the shark from hook to plate. Technologies are
becoming more prevalent to enable fishing vessels to keep an
electronic record of their catch with the use of traceability systems.239
Developing such systems with a focus on its application on CITESlisted species as a start could lead to a new market interest in
sustainable shark fisheries.
A quick and easy low-hanging fruit to boost the trade’s transparency
is to encourage the collection of species-specific information. This
is especially relevant to Hong Kong as a shark fins trade hub, where
such information could be very informative for global conservation
planning240 and in preparing for future shark listings on CITES.
Developing species-specific custom codes for the trade in all CITESlisted shark species, as well as some of the more commonly traded
species in the shark fins trade would be extremely helpful for
keeping track of exploitation for individual species.
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THE LIVE REEF FOOD FISH TRADE CASE
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The Live Reef Food Fish Trade Case
6.1 In a Nutshell
Hong Kong is the
biggest importer of
live reef fish in the
world

Hong Kong has a long tradition of consuming large reef fish species,
which are often sold live and served at wedding and business
banquets. The city continues to be the biggest importer of live reef
fish in the world, though volumes are small compared with other
seafood trades. 9,000-10,000 tonnes of Live Reef Food Fish (LRFF)
imports are officially recorded,248 although it is believed that volumes
imported can be as much as 16,000 to 18,000 tonnes.249 The trade
in live reef fish in the South-East Asia region has an estimated value
of US$800 million,250 which is comparable to the total value of the
tuna trade in the region,251 despite having less than one-twentieth of
exports in volume.252

The search for
live reef fish has
depleted stocks
across the Coral
Triangle

Up until the 1970s, the demand for live reef fish in Hong Kong had
been met from nearby waters, but local depletion has led traders
to expand outwards in an ever-widening arc, especially towards the
Coral Triangle area.253 This area, spanning across Indonesia, Papua
New Guinea, Malaysia and the Philippines, is dubbed the “nursery
of the sea” for its marine diversity and abundance.254 Source regions
to supply Hong Kong’s demand for LRFF are shifting, however, from
heavily exploited areas in the Coral Triangle to less exploited ones,
while rising demand is being met not only by wild-caught fisheries
but mariculture of a few species.255 The Philippines, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Thailand accounts for approximately 80 per cent of the
volume of LRFF imports in 2012 (see Figure 8).256

Figure 8. Country of origin of Hong Kong’s LRFF imports in 2012262
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Extraction of live reef fish from this sizeable region is already overstretched. Reefs in moderate condition can sustainably yield 0.4
tonnes of grouper species per square km in the Indo-Pacific region.
Yet the actual yield in groupers is estimated to be 2 tonnes per
square km, which is well beyond sustainable levels.257
A drastic change in
fishing activity is
necessary

The outlook of the live reef food fish trade (LRFFT) is rather bleak.
Recent hypothetical modelling suggests a collapse of grouper
populations within 4 years from 2012, if the current scale of fishing
persists.258 Even if live reef fisheries were restricted to artisanal
fishers in coastal communities, stocks could still decline to 10 per
cent of current levels by 2030.259 Given high profits from the LRFFT
and rising wealth and demand from Chinese consumers, pressure
on existing reef fish stocks are most likely to intensify. The problem
is exacerbated by recent increases in the frozen/chilled reef fish
trade, although not covered in this report, has similar concerns
for sustainability as the live reef fish trade, and needs greater
research and policy attention.260 Indeed, a sea change to reverse the
overfishing trends region-wide is necessary.

Effective fishery
management is
required to steer
the trade in a
sustainable direction

The complete lack of effective fishery management capacity in
almost all source countries in the LRFFT challenges the prospect of
limiting mortality and establishing a sustainable trade. Maintaining
a self-replenishing fishery and restoring ecosystem functionality
in depleted coral reef habitats should be a priority for consumer
countries, if for no other reason than the economic rationale of
securing supply in the long run to meet the insatiable demand locally.
Hong Kong also has a global responsibility, with its huge dependence
on food imports,261 to ensure that natural resources are managed
sustainably. Supporting improved traceability and governance of live
reef fish imports could be of mutual benefit for Hong Kong and its
trading partners. Its considerable market share in the live reef fish
trade means that such actions could have positive reverberations in
the rest of the region.

6.2 The Live Reef Food Fish Trade in Hong Kong
Hong Kong accounts
Hong Kong is responsible for around 70 to 80 per cent of the global
for 70-80% of the
trade in live reef fish by volume.264 Much of the live reef fish arrive in
global trade, with most Hong Kong by air (see Figure 9), according to official records, with a
imports arriving by air higher propensity for higher value species to use air transport.
There is high
potential for underreporting of the
LRFFT arriving by sea
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Remoteness of fishing grounds is one of the reasons high value
species are transported by sea. However, under-reporting of seatransported LRFFT is substantial and could be high. Locally licensed
fishing vessels and fish transport vessels are exempted by law from
making declarations of live reef fish imports.265 Furthermore, the
Marine Fish (Marketing) Ordinance does not categorise live fish
within the category of “marine fish”, which further exempts locally
registered vessels from reporting. Hence the recorded import levels
could be substantially lower than actual quantities. Recorded data of
imports arriving by sea are based on interviews by the Agriculture,
Fisheries and Conservation Department (AFCD) with selected traders;
the accuracy of the shared data is not known.

A large portion of
LRFFT to Mainland
China is not included
in official records

A look at Hong Kong’s trade partners might provide further insights
into the portion of the LRFFT that is unreported. Export figures
show that the primary markets for re-export are Macau and Taiwan,
with Mainland China accounting for only 4 per cent in 2009.266
However, market research conducted in Shenzhen, which is the
main entry point for distribution of live reef fish to the rest of China,
suggests that a much greater quantity of Hong Kong’s re-exports
(approximately 50-60 per cent) are destined for the Mainland than
reported.267 Apart from transhipments, it appears that a sizeable pool
of live reef fish is simply not included in official records, but ends up
in the tanks of Shenzhen’s live reef fish markets.

Figure 9. Transportation modes used to land live reef fish in Hong Kong263
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Note: Hong Kong registered vessels are exempt from reporting their catch of live reef fish, hence there could be
substantial under-reporting of live reef fish arriving at Hong Kong via fishing vessels.

6.3 Challenges to Sustainabiliy
Every point along the value chain, from capture to consumption, is
rich with issues threatening the potential for sustainable trade in live
reef fish.

6.3.1 A Food security issue
Like the trade of other extraction commodities from developing
countries, the food security dimension to the LRFFT challenges the
pursuit of solutions to over-exploited fishing grounds. For places
that have opened up to international trade and industrial fishing,
local consumption of groupers and other finfish has given way to the
export market, losing an important source of protein amongst fishing
communities.
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Residents from
source countries are
left with few options
but to continue
fishing despite
degraded fisheries

As for the economic benefits that the LRFFT brings to coastal
communities, there is no doubt that the huge windfall arising
from the sale of LRFF to lucrative export markets is unmatched.
Benefits for fishers are disproportionately lower than that for
other parties in the supply chain, but traders can reportedly earn 6
times more than the provincial average in parts of the Philippines.
Such rewards can be hard to resist, but the short-term gains
can rapidly lead to overfishing. With many fisheries in the Coral
Triangle poorly regulated, or regulations inadequately enforced,268
commercial traders have been described as roving bandits of the
sea for the manner in which they over-exploit marine resources or
use destructive fishing gear (e.g. cyanide) without concern for the
fisheries’ sustainability or for local community needs.269 This is why
sustainable management regimes for LRFF fisheries are so important
for allowing overfished stock to recover. However, because of the
great number of artisanal fishers in the LRFFT being from disparate
fishing localities, coupled with a dearth of alternative livelihood
options, fisheries management that aims to reduce fishing effort is
especially difficult to implement.

6.3.2 A market based on the extraction of juveniles
Harvesting juvenile
groupers threatens
the reproductive
fitness of the species

The slow growth rate and late maturity of some grouper species
make them particularly vulnerable to overfishing.270 Because of the
consumer demand for plate-sized servings, the tendency to harvest
juveniles of some, generally larger, species perpetuates the problem
by depriving juveniles from reaching sexual maturity and having the
opportunity to reproduce.271

Mariculture has not
led to reductions in
overfishing

A major response to the dwindling supply of wild caught live reef
fish is mariculture. Governments prefer to institute fish farming as
the primary means of addressing the overfishing problem instead
of applying fisheries management,272 in most cases this has not
led to a reduction in wild-caught fishing. Dependence of fishers in
source countries on the LRFFT as a form of livelihood also makes the
replacement of wild-caught fisheries with mariculture challenging.
Furthermore, greater than 50 per cent of live groupers in the global
LRFFT are provided by mariculture, with Mainland China being
the biggest producer.273 However, a considerable amount of these
mariculture operations continue to draw from wild stocks to grow
out in captivity274 and to serve as fish feed.275

6.3.3 Illegal, unreported and unregulated trade
IUU fish could
readily enter Hong
Kong borders, with
registered vessels
exempted from
reporting their catch
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Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) trade in live reef fish
is rampant, and a loophole in Hong Kong’s current regulations is
that it allows for the entry of IUU fish into the local market. Hong
Kong registered vessels are currently exempted under the law from
reporting their catch.276 This is reportedly the main transport mode
for the import of unreported live reef fish into Hong Kong.277 Hong
Kong and Shenzhen are where the largest LRFFT importers and
re-exporters are concentrated, which makes the bordering cities
amenable to attracting a high percentage of IUU fish.

IUU fishing is often
motivated by
depleted fish stock

Worldwide, the problem of IUU fishing is staggering, estimated to
be at least 35 per cent of global fish catches, and accruing losses
of US$10 billion to $23.5 billion annually.278 Overfishing is one of
the major causes of IUU fishing. Efforts to maintain catch levels
often motivate fishing fleets to make incursions in waters of nearby
countries, fishing illegally on fishing grounds when their own have
been depleted.279 A recent study corroborates this, finding that
the level of depleted fish stock in a region corresponded with
higher levels of illegal fishing.280 Economic incentive provided by
the enduring demand from consumer countries, and the lack of
regulatory oversight caused by weak fisheries governance, perverse
subsidies for investment in fishing fleets and gear, and limited
livelihood alternatives for coastal communities, motivate fishers to
persist in IUU fishing.281 A report by the UN Office of Drugs and Crime
has also identified a link between IUU fishing and organised crime,282
which has been found to occur not only in regions of poor fisheries
governance, but also in countries with good governance where high
value fish species are involved.283

Sustainability
initiatives could
gain traction after
targeting IUU trade

Efforts to thwart illegal trade have been challenged by inconsistent
national and municipal laws. For example, efforts to reduce LRFF
exports from Palawan under a quota system are being circumvented
by illegal shipments to Sabah in Malaysia, and transhipments
from there under a more lenient trade regime.284 Nevertheless,
interventions aimed at increasing the sustainability of the LRFFT
could find success and build momentum by first targeting the illegal
trade.285 More stringent regulation to promote traceability could
exert a considerable impact on reducing the IUU trade in live reef
fish.

6.3.4 The driving influence of China
The highest demand
for LRFF is in
Mainland China

It is believed that the largest market for the LRFFT is Mainland China.
This market is expected to increase with a growing middle class and
associated wealth. Chinese consumers pay a significant premium on
live reef fish, with prices being as much as 50 per cent greater than
those sold in Hong Kong.286 Much of the demand is concentrated in
the Pearl River Delta, which accounts for 75 per cent of Mainland
China’s total consumption of live reef fish, although today it is also
available in most coastal cities and provincial capitals.287

Hong Kong receives
preferential tariffs
for food imports,
including the LRFFT

Hong Kong has been a preferred point of entry for imports of live
reef fish into the Mainland, as traders take advantage of the city’s
tariff-free benefits. China currently imposes a tariff of 12 per cent on
direct food imports, whereas Hong Kong is a tariff-free port, making
it attractive for traders to carry LRFF through Hong Kong and onwards
into China, where the tariffs are only 3 per cent.288

Seafood processing
in China further
complicates
traceability

This consumption growth rides on the back of a global seafood
processing industry that has been consolidated in China.289 This has
led, however, to a complex, global food chain whereby seafood that
is caught around the world gets sent to China, before being sent back
to the country of origin for consumption.290 The expansive food chain
makes tracking of illegally sourced seafood difficult, and facilitates
the commingling of legal and illegal seafood at different points along
the chain.291
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6.4 Moving Towards Sustainability
6.4.1 Sustainability
Sustainability considerations are currently neglected in this trade.
Despite some effort to address the over-exploitation of LRFF fisheries
at the supply end, progress has been limited.292 Fisheries have
remained largely in open access.
Most current
management
techniques focus
on gear and marine
protected areas

The most common management measures tend to focus on
banning the worst gear types, protecting spawning aggregation
sites by establishing marine protected areas or harvest refuges,
as well as limiting capacity through licensing and export quotas.293
These measures have had mixed success at implementation due to
management with fragmented controls across local, regional and
national administrations. As well, they alone do not address the
problem of overfishing.294

Holistic techniques
are more difficult to
implement

More holistic management approaches have been proposed,
including ones that are aimed at increasing the participation and
decision-making of fishing communities via the co-management
of fisheries, and ecosystem-based approaches that seek to ensure
sustainable fish catch overall. These approaches, though complex to
implement, are certainly the kind of effort that Hong Kong could help
facilitate in developing sustainable fisheries at source.

Hong Kong is wellplaced to influence a
large portion of the
supply chain

There are good reasons for Hong Kong to take the lead on fostering a
sustainable approach to LRFFT. With its high per-capita consumption
of live reef fish and as a major regional trade hub, Hong Kong stands
to benefit significantly from a shift towards sustainability, both in
ensuring an unbroken supply for the restaurant trade and the supply
chain viability of local businesses.
However, Hong Kong could have a greater role in intervening at other
steps in the supply chain. The LRFFT has a relatively simple market
supply chain, with the majority of flows ending up in China and Hong
Kong. The bulk of the trade passes through a handful of places and
actors, and strategic actions at these critical points could be quite
meaningful. Hong Kong is well-placed to influence sustainability
of the LRFFT, as it is one of these points where the LRFFT gets
consolidated, with 70-80 per cent of the global shipments of live reef
fish entering its borders.295 Interventions with live reef fish import
vessels, commercial freight airlines, or the Hong Kong Chamber of
Seafood Merchants could hold some influence on the rest of the
supply chain.

6.4.2 Legality
Cooperation
between Hong Kong
and the Mainland
is critical to address
illegal shipments
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Efforts to enact controls in the market and trade will be undermined
by flows of illegal and unreported LRFF, hence a focus on the illegality
of the LRFFT is necessary to make other measures workable. Cracking
down on illegal shipments on fishing and transport vessels that
come into Hong Kong and other Chinese ports through regulatory
controls and traceability obligations could potentially limit illegal and
unreported LRFF in the consumer markets.296

Augmenting Hong Kong’s Existing Measures
Hong Kong’s approach to regulate live reef fish imports is
inconsistent, with regulations and enforcement of LRFFT by sea
transport significantly more lax than LRFFT via air. As mentioned, the
most significant loophole is that Hong Kong-registered fishing vessels
and fish transport vessels are exempted under the law from declaring
their cargo.297
To address this gap, amendments should be made to the Import
Hong Kong vessels
and Export Manifest Notice (Cap 60C) and Import and Export
should be required
to declare their cargo (Registration) Regulation (60E), to authorise Hong Kong-registered
fishing vessels and fish transport vessels to declare their cargo. The
same should apply to transhipments. Not only does this allow the
trade to be tracked, but it also helps to circumvent illegal298 and
unreported LRFF from entering and passing through Hong Kong.
Live fish are not
currently classified
under “marine fish”
in the legislation

Many countries have
begun to monitor
illegal shipments by
developing controls
under the PSMA

Hong Kong should
take measures to
regulate its ports
under PSMA

There is currently very little oversight of fish consumed locally.
The Marine Fish (Marketing) Ordinance (Cap 291) currently does
not classify “live fish” as “marine fish”. Changing this definition
(under section 2 of the legislation) could put the LRFFT under the
control of the Fish Marketing Organisation (FMO) and require a
permit for all live fish landed or required to be sold at designated
ports and markets. This means that LRFF traders could make use of
the FMO’s holding facilities but be charged 7 per cent of the total
value of all sales. The profits for FMO goes towards further industry
development, such as low-interest loans to fishers, improving
services and facilities, and providing training, etc. FMO should
consider whether the profits could also contribute to fisheries
management at domestic and foreign fishing grounds, as the
sustainability of fish stocks becomes a more urgent agenda.
New Measures to Consider
One of the primary means of controlling for illegal shipments by sea
is to develop port state controls in line with the Port State Measures
Agreement (PSMA). This agreement was developed by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations in 2009, and around a
dozen countries from around the world have signed on. The Obama
administration in the US has recently made public commitments to
implement the PSMA299 as part of a broader push for the greater
conservation and management of the world’s oceans. As the second
largest consumer of seafood in the world,300 this pledge is significant.
Though China is not yet a signatory of the PSMA, it should not stop
Hong Kong from developing legislative and administrative measures
that operate in accordance to the PSMA. The agreement encourages
the registration of authorised fishing vessels and empowers port
authorities to turn away and inspect suspected IUU vessels. This
information, when shared with counterparts in regional ports, could
facilitate the blacklisting of proven IUU vessels301 and potentially
detract from further IUU activity by restricting the capacity of IUU
traders to bring their goods onto the market.302 Making these port
state controls applicable to both foreign and locally registered
vessels in Hong Kong should considerably limit the flow of illegal and
unreported LRFFT and other marine products.
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An air-only LRFFT
could reduce the
flow of IUU trade

It has also been suggested that Hong Kong could enforce an air-only
trade of live reef fish, to directly close off the flow of illegal and
unreported imports by sea and take advantage of more stringent
controls and checks at Hong Kong’s airport.303 Air carriers are more
brand vulnerable and could have greater incentive to cooperate on
LRFFT issues.304 However, the HKSAR Government may be reluctant
to apply such measures owing to resistance from vessel owners,
who would be reluctant to lose out on such a lucrative trade. The
Government could certainly consider incentives to further boost air
transportation of live reef fish, but this is unlikely to reduce the IUU
trade if sea transport remains open and poorly regulated.

Hong Kong should
adopt laws
prohibiting the
import of illegal
seafood products

Laws related to prohibiting the sale of illegal seafood products have
been adopted overseas, and similar measures could be considered
as part of a comprehensive regulatory framework to curtail illegally
caught LRFF in Hong Kong. The EU Regulation to Prevent, Deter
and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing came
into force in 2010, making it compulsory for all marine fisheries
products to be authorised as legal by exporting states before they
enter EU borders. As well as establishing a regularly updated IUU
vessel blacklist and capacity to penalise IUU operators under any of
the EU flag states, the regulation also provides for the sanctioning
of countries with proven disregard for illegal fishing.305 In March
2014, the EU Fisheries Council placed trade restrictions on Belize,
Cambodia and Guinea for failing to act on IUU fishing, banning
imports from these countries and barring EU vessels from operating
in their waters.306
The US Lacey Act, which applies to the trade of all wildlife products,
holds actors in the supply chain accountable for ensuring that only
products verified as legal enter US borders.307 This creates a strong
incentive for traders to look closely at the source of their product.308
Similar laws could apply in Hong Kong to obligate LRFF local traders
and wholesalers, with many already wielding considerable influences
on fishers at source countries through patronage arrangements, to
improve the traceability of the products they seek to import.

6.4.3 Traceability
The true country
of origin should be
specified for LRFF
imports to Hong
Kong for food safety
concerns
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A focus on traceability and improving the granularity of data
collected could allow the tracking of LRFFT flow to be improved,
which could help customs officials to better identify and immobilise
illegal activity. Currently the country of origin of live reef fish arriving
in Hong Kong can elude consumers and border officials. Manifests
and declarations only require information about the most recent
port the cargo arrived from; therefore the true country of origin is
not reflected in the declared source of import.309 Nor are records
required to be kept, which is a concern, since problems that affect
reef fishes, such as ciguatera, tend to be specific to fishing grounds.
Enacting an amendment for country of origin to be specified310
should not be a problem with LRFF traders, as the supply chain tends
to be short, with many live reef fish arriving directly from the area
where they were caught, and such regulations would allow public
health concerns to be accurately traced.

Hong Kong should
work with other
governments
to develop
comprehensive
traceability systems

A CITES COP15 decision on the humphead wrasse, listed on CITES
Appendix II, recommended that re-exporting and importing countries
should improve the monitoring of the trade and perform inspections
of mixed live reef fish.311 Hong Kong customs should further share
its import data with its counterparts in source countries to make
sure that trade information corroborates, as a means of tackling
illegal and unreported LRFFT. Beyond comparing import and export
data, government agencies in key LRFFT routes could collaborate on
developing traceability systems, to allow finer grained monitoring
of the supply chain. Taiwan has been using radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags attached to the tails of fish on its locally
farmed groupers and other selected seafood exports for a number of
years. The idea is to track LRFF from fish farm to fork, informing both
customers and customs databases and offering much more accurate
data collecting at country borders. Such a system, if applicable
not just to aquaculture enterprises but also to wild capture
fisheries, could ultimately enable monitoring of domestic trade and
consumption, which customs authorities tracking the LRFFT have no
capacity to do at present.
Technologies and market conditions for a traceability system already
exist,312 but the missing piece of the puzzle that could drive scaled
development and investment is government policy to clarify the
required standards, the type of data needed and the responsibilities
of different actors in the supply chain.313

The price elasticity
to the LRFFT market
hinders effectiveness
of differential pricing
for sustainable
alternatives

Fishery improvement
partnerships is one
way to incentivise
sustainability

6.4.4 Market interventions
One of the main obstacles to realising a sustainable LRFFT is its price
elasticity, such that any effort to establish a price differential by
establishing a better quality product is unlikely to affect demand, and
therefore will not have a direct influence on overall catch rate.314
This being said, the heavy dependence of fishers on the LRFFT and
the lack of livelihood alternatives mean there are strong reasons to
sustain a trading market for live reef fish, albeit in a sustainable way.
Creating a market for sustainably-sourced LRFF should be a priority,
and will need effective fisheries management at one end of the value
chain and a willingness to pay for premium LRFF on the other. While
it could take years or even decades for sustainable alternatives to
become the norm, a consumer market for sustainable LRFF, however
niche to start with, needs to be cultivated.
One approach to take sustainability off the ground is through fishery
improvement partnerships, which traditionally involve NGOs working
with both major seafood buyers and local administrators of fisheries,
securing a sizeable demand for reformed fisheries practices in the
water. However, with the lack of management in reef fisheries in
general, NGOs will need to connect with and nurture sympathetic
institutional buyers that are willing to secure trades in fisheries that
are just starting to implement sustainable management practices.
In Hong Kong, hotel chains and major supermarkets are a natural
starting point, with some capacity to consolidate their buying
power to influence a fishery. This capacity is limited, however, as
90 per cent of LRFF are sold to individual restaurants,315 meaning
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that supermarkets and hotel chains that do come on board would
influence only a small portion of the market.
Working from
the supply side
has not proven to
be economically
efficient

On the supply side, WWF has been working with an Indonesian
trader to enforce set minimum size requirements and other
prohibitions amongst roughly 400 fishers.316 Despite good intentions,
the trader has reportedly lost about 40 per cent of his profits from
the endeavour,317 and it is difficult to see how this example could be
scaled up.

Fishermen are
more receptive
to sustainable
techniques when
freed from patronage
relationships

The University of Hong Kong, WWF-Philippines and local
administrators have also been running a project in Palawan, a reef
biodiversity hotspot, on the sustainable management of coral trout.
Traders must keep within sustainable capture rates and enforce
sustainable capture practices, such as a ban on cyanide.318 Trying to
establish sustainable harvest strategies is difficult when dealing with
traders, brokers and handlers in the source country, as they tend to
be more interested in volume and the short-term horizon.319 Fishers
that are free of patronage relationships could be more receptive to
sustainable harvest strategies and long-term viability of fisheries.
Incentivising fishers become more independent, in the form of
financial support or micro-credit financing that could assist fishers to
exit patronage relationships, should be part of the basket of solutions
that moves the industry towards sustainability.

6.4.5 Certification and eco-labels
Certification is a
longer term solution

Certification can be quite effective in enabling differentiation in the
market, and driving sustainability-led reforms in fisheries. With no
market driver for better fisheries management at present, however,
certification of the LRFFT remains at best a medium- to long-term
aspiration.

A standard for LRFFT
has been set, yet no
product currently
meets the bar

Nevertheless, efforts in the past decade have focused on developing
best practices for LRFF fisheries. An international standard for the
LRFFT, developed with the support of the APEC Fisheries Working
Group, was published in 2005. It covers both wild caught and farmed
LRFF, trade and rights of fishers and outlines best practices in regards
to sustainability.320 Adoption of the standard by fishers and the
industry has been virtually non-existent, and no LRFF product meets
the bar at present.321 Despite this, the standard could serve as a good
foundation for developing a certification programme.

The market for
certification labels
remains small in
Hong Kong

While market penetration of the broader Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC) label for sustainably sourced seafood in Hong Kong remains
small, fair trade labels have fared better, although the market is still
very niche. This could mean, however, that people in Hong Kong
may be somewhat familiar with the link between their individual
consumption and livelihood security for the source community,
and this connection could be emphasised as a key component of a
sustainability certification for LRFFT.
There is also the suggestion that certification of businesses in the
LRFFT can be tied to ISO9001, with the LRFFT International Standard
used as the criteria to measure performance. This could substantially
reduce cost of certification and leverages existing enabling bodies
worldwide.322
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Code of conduct
could be useful in
garnering initial
stakeholder buy-in
on sustainability

Alternatively, establishing a voluntary code of conduct may be more
appropriate to garner initial stakeholder buy-in.323 Convincing bodies
such as the Hong Kong Chamber of Seafood Merchants to adopt
measures such as cyanide bans or minimum size standards might
hold some sway beyond its members.324
These efforts must continue in tandem with efforts to educate
consumers. Better fisheries management is in part driven by demand
for sustainable alternatives, and considerable effort in public
education and engagement on the issue needs to be developed in
consumer markets where awareness is exceedingly low. Like the
appeal of organic produce, emphasis could be placed on the food
safety benefits of LRFF from well-managed fisheries.

Campaigns for
sustainable LRFFT
can take inspiration
from anti-shark fins
movements

There are also lessons that the sustainable advocates of LRFFT could
take from anti-shark fins campaigns, which has been credited for the
significant reduction of shark fins consumption in the last 2 years.325
Just as shark campaigns have made the consumption of shark fin
soup synonymous with shark finning practices, the dwindling world
supplies of LRFF, the poor hygiene and quality of grow-out cages and
destructive fishing practices (e.g. use of cyanide) and other health
concerns could create cause for consumer action and voluntary
abstinence of live reef fish.326

Drawing on the antishark fins support
base could build
momentum for
sustainable LRFFT

The shark fins market in Hong Kong is, like the LRFFT, disaggregated,
with individual restaurants being the main buyers. Gathering support
from individual businesses, in a similar vein as anti-shark fins pledges
and bans from airline and shipping carriers, could be a way to build
momentum for sustainable LRFF sources.
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7

Major Gaps
The four case studies highlight several common issues that inhibit
the capacity of government officials in Hong Kong to increase
the sustainability of wildlife trade. Gaps primarily exist in existing
regulations, in the enforcement of the law and on trade monitoring.

7.1 Regulatory Gaps
Hong Kong’s trade
laws offer limited
protection for
endangered wildlife

Biodiversity laws in Hong Kong were developed to protect local
wildlife by setting limits on the capture and possession of wild
species. In contrast, trade laws that control the import of wildlife
into Hong Kong are few and far between. Only the Protection of
Endangered Species of Animals and Plants Ordinance (Cap. 586)
limits the trade in endangered species that are listed on CITES. The
focus on developing Hong Kong’s biodiversity laws has, to some
extent, ensured the survival of local wildlife, without applying the
same limits on wildlife that come from overseas. This problem is
particularly acute for endangered species that are not on the CITES
list, but are nevertheless commonly traded and derives from a
place where the regulatory framework fails to set appropriate limits
on their extraction and trade. There are also no provisions within
Hong Kong’s current wildlife trade laws to limit the trade of such
endangered species.

7.2 Enforcement Gaps
As a hub for illegal
wildlife, Hong Kong
could potentially
yield greater seizures
if manpower at
its borders were
increased

Monitoring and screening checks at key border checkpoints
have produced regular interceptions of illegally traded wildlife
shipments. Whether this is evidence of effective customs monitoring
is uncertain, but it is likely that increasing the manpower and
associated resources is likely to yield a greater amount of illegal
wildlife seizures, since less than 0.1 per cent of sea freight (which in
turn makes up 90 per cent of total freight movement in Hong Kong) is
inspected.327
The rate at which seizures lead to successful prosecution is also quite
informative about the state of wildlife trade enforcement. Take the
example of the illegal ivory trade, where between 2012 and 2013,
the Customs and Excise Department seized almost 12 tonnes of
ivory in 9 separate seizures. Yet no successful prosecution resulted
from the seizures in this period.328 Cross-departmental cooperation
is necessary to enhance Hong Kong’s overall investigative ability,
particularly in the form of specialised police units to identify those
responsible.
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Monitoring and
inspection is needed
not only at the
borders but in the
market

There is also a lack of oversight on domestic sales of wildlife
products. Illegal wildlife, once smuggled into Hong Kong, can be
commingled with legal products or have licences forged, making it
difficult to differentiate and regulate. Monitoring and inspections
need to be extended beyond the border and into the market.

7.3 Trade Data and Monitoring Gaps
A crucial tool for understanding trade patterns is accurate data about
the ongoing wildlife trade. Details about the quantity and monetary
value of the wildlife goods, as well as information about the origin
of imports and the destination of exports, build a comprehensive
picture.
Hong Kong has
adopted a more
detailed set of
custom codes...

Hong Kong has made some effort to improve the scope and
specificity of its trade data with the adoption the World Customs
Organization’s (WCO) codes. Adopted in January 2012,329 the WCO’s
Harmonised System aims to prevent data discrepancies across
countries, and to address the “lack of compatibility of taxonomic
resolution across supply chains”.330 Hong Kong has even developed
a territorial code tailored to its trade.331 This is an 8-digit code,
compared to the previously used Standard International Trade
Classification, which has 5 digits, revealing greater specificity than
previous classifications.

...but greater
Despite this, greater granularity in trade data is desirable. Having
specificity is required more specific groupings would be useful for the trade in elephant
ivory or rhinoceros horns, products which are both trade restricted
under CITES, but where the movement of pre-Convention specimens
are allowed. Statistics on the trade of these products are included
in a single custom code (0507), and include “Ivory, tortoise-shell,
whalebone and whalebone hair, horns, antlers, hooves, nails, claws
and beaks”.332 This is too broad a grouping for use in detailed analysis
of the ivory and rhino horn trades.
There is also the
need to address data
collecting loopholes
in the datasets

Another concern is the incompleteness of data. Hong Kong registered
vessels are exempted from declaring live fish landings, creating
considerable challenges to effective monitoring of the trade. To
supplement the data gap, AFCD interviews selected vessel owners to
record their haul of live fish. Despite this effort, it is believed that the
data collected underestimate the total capture of live reef fish by 6070 per cent.333
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Policy Recommendations

Measures to increase
sustainability do
not necessarily
contradict
international free
trade rules

The recommendations offered aim to address the regulatory,
monitoring and enforcement gaps that exist. More importantly,
they intend to achieve greater sustainability in the trade of wildlife
commodities, and in many instances will recommend a reduction
in trade. This may seem to contradict Hong Kong’s position as an
advocate of free and open trade, but is actually a position that is
not at odds with international free trade agreements by which Hong
Kong abides. Article XX of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade allows “measures relating to the conservation of exhaustive
natural resources”, providing support for “actions that restrict the
trade in species” (and its parts and derivatives) which at risk.

Government
should start by
acknowledging
illegal wildlife trade
as a serious crime

A firm commitment by the HKSAR Government to improve the
sustainability of wildlife trade, including tackling illegal elements of
the trade, is an essential first step. Wildlife trafficking is recognised
as Transnational Organised Crime by international institutions like
International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) and the UN
Office of Drugs and Crime, but is not yet ingrained in local policies in
Hong Kong, nor is it a priority in law enforcement. Recognising that
illegal wildlife trade constitutes a serious crime and enlisting crossdepartmental capacity to tackle the problem should be part of the
proposed actions.

Some effort is
needed to cultivate
regional cooperation

A statement in the annual policy address could help signal the
intention for change, and an announcement at regional forums
like APEC could help elevate Hong Kong to a leadership position
on the issue and a pioneer within the region. Indeed, Hong Kong
is not alone in dealing with this issue and is likely to find support
and mutual efforts being undertaken amongst its regional trading
partners. There has certainly been traction for stronger actions
globally, most recently signalled by a pledge by world leaders to
combat transnational wildlife crimes with the London Declaration in
early 2014.334

Government
commitment should
be backed by an
action plan

Hong Kong is a likely place to do this because of its strong rule of
law. Such a statement can reinforce to the rest of the world that its
legal system is unique in the region and can provide confidence for
businesses that trading through Hong Kong implies their products
are scrutinised as legal and authentic. Hong Kong already reflects this
to a degree through the no-tolerance manner in which the customs
department intercepts and screens out illegal wildlife products. An
overarching action plan could be developed to bring about greater
sustainability in wildlife trade in Hong Kong, a plan that could be a
model based on the EU’s attempt to address the illegal timber trade
through FLEGT in 2003, which stated the steps it intends to take
to stop illegal timber products from entering the EU. These steps
took a number of years to implement, with the Timber Regulation
coming into force in 2013. Though specific to timber, it could serve

as a useful planning model for wildlife trade in general. A recent local
effort is the development of Hong Kong’s BSAP,335 which took on a
participatory approach and enlisted the active involvement of the
conservation community to assist in its formulation. An action plan
for wildlife trade should similarly involve the contribution of relevant
stakeholders.

8.1 Regulate the Legal Wildlife Trade
Updating
biodiversity lists
for local protection
could provide some
protection for
species considered
internationally
endangered

There has been some traction of late to improve Hong Kong’s
biodiversity laws. A University of Hong Kong study in 2013 that
reviewed Hong Kong’s biodiversity protection laws recommended
the development of a list of Hong Kong species of conservation
concern.336 This “master list” could then be used to update and
expand on the various schedule lists of protected species found in
existing species protection Ordinances.337 This idea has been explored
as part of a broad effort to formulate a BSAP for Hong Kong, and
includes the development of red list criteria to assess local species by
several ecological experts.
Giving protection status to a wider range of local endangered
species, based on best available science, could provide some
safeguards for species considered internationally endangered but not
enforced under CITES. However, a more specific law that addresses
the regulatory gap for species imports can more directly deter the
illegal trade in wildlife.

Illegal wildlife laws
that are in place
in trading partner
countries could
create a legal risk
for Hong Kong
companies

8.1.1 Develop due-diligence legislation
Hong Kong does not have a law to prohibit the import of illegally
sourced wildlife products. Products that enter Hong Kong’s ports are
not subject to any controls at the point of entry, except for a small
number of species listed under CITES, hence making it a potential
laundering point. As an important re-export and transhipment hub
for the region, the lack of a regulatory check against illegal products
leaves companies trading through Hong Kong vulnerable to legal risks
when trading with countries with illegal wildlife laws in place.

Without compatible
legal framework,
Hong Kong is
permitting illegally
sourced wildlife
through its borders

Without compatible laws to identify, block and seize illegally
sourced wildlife products, Hong Kong effectively nullifies efforts
overseas to protect endangered wildlife. In other words, Hong Kong
is legitimising the portion of the trade that is illegally sourced by
treating legal and illegal trade in wildlife as the same. To address
this, the city will need to establish laws that explicitly differentiate
between legal and illegal wildlife products.

The US’s Lacey Act
impels importers to
exercise due care
in ensuring wildlife
imports are legally
sourced

Existing laws related to the import of wildlife in the US and EU
provide two approaches to consider. Lacey Act, while applying to all
wildlife products imported into the US, operates on the concept of
“due care”. To prove they have exercised due care if charged with
an offence, the US buyers of wildlife products must show that they
had taken every precaution to attempt to buy legal products. Unlike
the EU’s regulation on illegal timber, there is no requirement under
the Lacey Act to have certification or verification of legal origins. The
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Lacey Act not only bans the trade in illegal wildlife, but also defines
penalties for violating the law, with the possibility of imprisonment
and severe fines. It also includes a component to improve the
traceability of wildlife imports by requiring importers to submit an
import declaration, such as the country of origin, species, volume
and value.338
As the law is fact-based rather than document-based, a similar
legislation in Hong Kong would be easier to draft and simpler for
individual businesses to comply with. Such a law that covers the
full range of wildlife products could benefit from the Lacey Act’s
flexibility. However, current investigative capacity in Hong Kong is
inadequate for enforcing such a law. A dedicated Wildlife Crimes Unit
would need to be established and properly resourced to oversee
compliance by local businesses and conduct in-depth investigations
of suspected violations. The Endangered Species Protection Liaison
Group, which comprises representatives from the C&ED, AFCD and
Hong Kong Police Force, was set up primarily to share intelligence
on endangered species. Such interdepartmental cooperation needs
to be extended and should provide input to the proposed Wildlife
Crimes Unit.
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EU’s Timber
Regulation could
be an applicable
model for regulating
wildlife trade

The EU Timber Regulation applies to a range of timber products
and could serve as a model for regulating illegal wildlife imports
in general. Like the Lacey Act, this regulation places the onus on
operators to assure their imports are from legal origins. Importers
must exercise “due diligence” and are required to undertake
documented risk assessments to minimise the risk of placing illegally
sourced timber in the EU market. Having access to information about
their suppliers, the product’s country of origin and species type is
essential proof of compliance.

Importers must have
documented proof
of legal origins of its
imports

This approach could be more burdensome for local businesses by
obligating that risk assessment systems be set up. Government will
also have to place greater effort not only on monitoring the efficacy
of these systems, but also on communicating the new requirements
and assisting local businesses to establish these systems. The EU
has enlisted private operators to develop systems for due diligence
that businesses can utilise and adapt from and that are part of the
soft infrastructure set up to acclimatise and assist the EU importing
businesses in implementing the EU Timber Regulations.

Need to assess
the feasibility of
adapting similar
legislation in Hong
Kong

A firm prohibition on the illegal wildlife trade in Hong Kong, backed
by legislation, can send a powerful message to businesses that they
have a duty to ensure their supply chain is legitimate. Developing
this legislation will take time, and research is required to assess the
feasibility of different due diligence approaches in Hong Kong and
how they could operate in practice. In the meantime, addressing
some of the lower hanging fruit (see other recommendations) could
help pave the way for an ambitious regulatory framework that shifts
the market towards greater due diligence.

8.1.2 Impose requirements to declare exports of wildlife 		
products
Customs declarations Under the Import and Export (Registration) Regulation, exports and
should be mandated re-exports are exempt from making customs declarations. This legal
omission means that CITES-listed species that are locally sourced
for exports
or imported illegally can freely leave Hong Kong without penalty.
To provide an additional layer of scrutiny, an amendment should be
made to the Import and Export (Registration) Regulation to oblige
exporters to submit customs declarations. This could also serve as a
further check on the trade of illegal wildlife that arrives and leaves
Hong Kong on falsified documents.

8.1.3 Help trading partners improve governance at source
Develop bilateral
partnerships and
licensing agreements
modelled on the
EU’s voluntary
partnership
agreements

Poor governance, often enabled by a lack of enforcement capacity,
can be a major impediment in source countries in making possible a
sustainable trade in wildlife. However, providing direct assistance by
consumer countries to improve governance is no longer the purview
of national aid and international development programmes. Both
the US339 and the Mainland Chinese340 Governments are injecting
financial resources and other forms of assistance to African countries
to boost national park enforcement and enhance wildlife protection.
Regarding forests, the EU has developed a voluntary partnership
agreement (VPA) scheme as part of FLEGT to achieve better forest
management in source countries through resource assistance. The
aim is then for the partner country to develop a licensing system
whereby the legality of the timber product can be guaranteed
(evidenced by chain of custody documentation).
Hong Kong can similarly increase bilateral discussions and
partnerships with key trading partners on the timber trade and
more broadly on other high-volume wildlife products by modelling
the VPA system to improve governance in trading partner countries.
Developing more proactive ties between Hong Kong and source
countries could help to further open up trade opportunities for Hong
Kong’s businesses, but just as importantly, secure imports of wildlife
products with some sustainability guarantees.

8.2 Provide More Effective Enforcement at Hong
Kong Borders
8.2.1 Improve traceability of cites species
Mandating
appropriate species
marking in trade of
CITES-listed species
can address wildlife
laundering

Once an imported illegal species (listed on CITES appendices and
without proper trade permits) bypasses Hong Kong’s border security,
it can be difficult to tell it apart from legally traded species, and in
some cases requires weighty investigative work. Market surveillance
has generally been loose, but one way to improve investigative
efficiency is to build in and regulate species identification marking
on imported wildlife. Identification marking of individual species
can address the issues that concern the laundering of live species in
Hong Kong, enabling proof of a species’ traceable history without
impinging on people’s ability to legally trade in endangered species.
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Some CITES-listed species that are legally traded already employ
this,341 and AFCD have considerable experience with a microchip
system for dogs and cats arriving at the airport.342 Enforcing
this system to all imports of CITES-listed and other species of
conservation concern in Hong Kong, such as Wild Animals Protection
Ordinance (Cap. 170)’s (WAPO) schedule list of species, could help
provide proof of legal origins and ease efforts in market surveillance.
Such a scheme will need to be backed by a regulated system of
permits for individual species traded.
However, it may be particularly difficult to implement with some
reptile and amphibian species, so further research should focus on
developing less invasive marking methods. Moreover, it would be
more difficult to apply to food products that tend to be traded in high
quantities, e.g. shipments of fins from CITES-listed sharks.

8.3 Improve Trade Transparency and Monitoring
A better ability to track the movement of wildlife as it enters Hong
Kong’s borders is essential for identifying effective actions towards
sustainability. The following recommendations could help make this
possible.

8.3.1 Increase transparency of CITES-listed species imports
Make NDFs publicly
available to increase
scientific scrutiny of
the trade in CITESlisted wildlife

Some of the most internationally endangered species listed in
the CITES appendices are protected locally via the Protection of
Endangered Species of Animals and Plants Ordinance (Cap. 586). This
allows restrictions to be applied to limit their trade and empowers
the Customs and Excise Department to bar the import of species
listed in the Ordinance.
Species listed in CITES Appendix 2 can be traded if a country
determines a sustainable export volume that will not lead to a
significant detriment to the species’ population in-situ. They rely on
Non-Detriment Findings (NDF), a process supposed to be based on
best available science, to establish an export quota.
The trouble is that NDFs are not required to be made publicly
available, meaning that there is little scientific scrutiny of a
government’s decision on a realistic export quota. Determining what
the limits of extraction should be is also far from an exact science,
not least because often the most basic information about species
abundance and the prevalence of unreported take is not available to
decision makers. Because of these concerns, Hong Kong should not
permit the import of Appendix 2 species unless the NDF from the
source country is publicly available for inspection.

Increase the use
of species-specific
customs codes
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8.3.2 Improve trade data and monitoring
One of the complications in estimating volume and trends in the
trade of wildlife products is the lack of species-specific reporting
codes. Species-specific codes have only been created for a select
number of species under the World Customs Organization’s (WCO)
harmonised system, although individual jurisdictions are empowered

and encouraged to expand on existing codes to add greater
specificity. Taiwan, for example, has added 5 extra digits on top
of the standard harmonised system codes in their classification of
commodities.343 Similarly, Hong Kong should look towards developing
greater specificity beyond WCO standards, starting with CITES-listed
species and other species that warrant closer monitoring.
Explore the use
of TSN for species
identification in
wildlife trade

Countries developing more specific custom codes could make
comparison of trade data between countries difficult if species level
comparisons are warranted. Suggestions to create a uniform set of
species codes, using taxonomic serial numbers (TSN), have come
about in recent years. The TSN assigns a unique identifier that can
describe the hierarchical nature of species and can be linked in future
to new numeric identifiers as scientific discoveries render existing
classifications obsolete.344 It could also complement electronic
permitting and tagging systems very well.345 A CITES working group
was established in 2010 to assess the applicability of including TSN
in customs datasets, but after close examination, the group agreed
that its application would be premature at present.346 Still, the group
is committed to further assessing the possible integration of TSN
in country-level datasets, in the belief that adopting coded species
information could provide invaluable insight to governments about
the net flows of bio-resources.347

8.4 Tackle Wildlife Crimes
For Hong Kong to address wildlife crimes and address monitoring
gaps in the market, it will have to look beyond law enforcement at
borders and towards tools and entrenched systems that facilitate
organised crime.

8.4.1 Require greater transparency and accountability of 		
companies
Serious crimes, including wildlife crimes, are often conducted with
the aid of shell companies, which are used to hide proceeds of the
illegal trade. The trade in illegal timber, for example, is usually made
possible through a chain of corruption, bribes to obtain permits, and
tax fraud.348 A World Bank study reviewed 213 cases of corruption
between 1980 and 2010, and found that over 70 per cent had relied
on shell companies.349 The use of shell companies is linked to illegal
wildlife trade.
The possibility that Hong Kong companies are set up as shell
companies to hide the proceeds of illegal wildlife trade is
conceivable. The Environmental Investigation Agency has recently
implicated Hong Kong individuals and companies in the illegal timber
trade and acknowledges it as a major smuggling hub.350
A shell company can
be set up in Hong
Kong with relative
ease

One factor that promotes the use of shell companies for illicit
purposes is the ease with which such companies can be set up,
something that can be done in a matter of hours or days with a
nominal fee. This ease was tested in a recent study, called the
Global Shell Games,351 which made fictitious enquiries about setting
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up companies to corporate service providers in 182 countries and
jurisdictions across the world, impersonating different risk profiles.
In the case of Hong Kong, the study found 50 per cent of the service
providers that responded complied with international rules on
customer identification and proof of identity checks, while the other
half did not.352 Rigour in observing risk assessment procedures needs
to be improved to reduce the propensity of harbouring criminal
activities in Hong Kong.
Future revisions
of the Companies
Ordinance should
aim towards the UK
model of a public
registry of company
beneficial owners

Addressing the transparency of companies, including shell
companies, in Hong Kong could improve the capacity of law
enforcement officials to bring criminals to justice. Engendering
greater transparency in Hong Kong companies could also encourage
them to operate with greater honesty and accountability. The recent
amendments to the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 622) aims to do this
by requiring private companies to have at least one natural person
as a director. The same already applies for public companies.353 The
new law also stipulates that information about a private company’s
directors must be included in Hong Kong’s Companies Registry,
although residential addresses and Hong Kong Identity Card numbers
are withheld from the public and restricted to public officers.
Creditors could also apply for disclosure of this information through
the courts.
The UK354 has recently moved to develop a central registry of
company beneficial ownership information to make it easier to
identify and tackle misuses of companies. Beneficial owners are
people who ultimately “own or control more than 25 per cent of
a company’s shares or voting rights, or who otherwise exercise
control over the company or its management”.355 These measures
are intended to reinforce corporate transparency and could assist
investigators in identifying the true culprit of nefarious corporate
decisions. This should be the approach to take for future revisions of
the Companies Ordinance in Hong Kong.

Investigative
capacities should be
increased to properly
enforce Hong
Kong’s anti-money
laundering law
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Complementing this is a handful of laws that invoke greater
scrutiny of banks and other financial institutions. One of them is
the 2012 Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Financing
(Financial Institutions) Ordinance (Cap. 615), which, among other
things, codifies customer due diligence requirements, clarifying the
steps that financial institutions can take to conduct checks on the
legitimacy of customer backgrounds and sources of funds.356 This
takes Hong Kong closer to international standards357 and makes Hong
Kong’s customer identification programme one of the strictest in
Asia.358 However, to drive out money laundering activities, Hong Kong
will need a great deal of enforcement and investigative resources,
which are reportedly being enhanced.359 Engagement of stakeholders
on this front is also important, and anti-money laundering authorities
should specify the means for whistle-blower protection. Much like
AFCD’s reward scheme for the illegal trade of endangered species,360
a similar scheme could be set up for money laundering.

8.4.2 Market the threat of wildlife crimes
Leverage success in
Awareness needs to be expanded beyond the iconic species that
awareness of threats are currently the focus of campaigns for tackling the illicit wildlife
trade. There is value in enabling the success of advocacy campaigns
to iconic species
to spill over to other illicit species trade. Indeed, the documented
reductions in the import of shark fins into Hong Kong and the change
of heart in Chinese consumers on shark fins consumption and
shark conservation signal an emerging success story that can help
cross-promote the trade in other wildlife products of similar market
attributes.
Aim of awareness
campaigns should
be to reduce the
demand for wildlife
products, not only of
illegal wildlife

Getting the messaging right is essential, but aiming to reduce the
illegal trade might only confuse consumers. For many wildlife
commodities, Hong Kong does not have the requisite laws to
distinguish between the legal and illegal. Only the trade in CITESlisted species is currently regulated. This means that species coming
across Hong Kong borders could be illegally sourced and traded in
Hong Kong without penalty. The more appropriate messaging then is
not to reduce illegal demand, since it is impossible for consumers in
Hong Kong to distinguish legal from illegal, but to reduce demand in
wildlife products overall.
In making the threat of wildlife crimes more apparent to the public,
there is value in bundling the issue with other related concerns, such
as food security, trans-boundary security or ecosystem decimation.361
Unlike the illegal trade in narcotics, for example, where the social
consequences of the trade are relatively obvious, the personal
implications of wildlife crimes are less apparent, and bundling
the issue with other related issues can help it gain relevance and
appreciation for the seriousness of the threat.
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Conclusion

Asia’s insatiable
demand for some
high-valued
wildlife have led
to unrelenting
extractions from the
wild

This report illustrates how the extraction and trade in wildlife for
many species are unsustainable. The high prices that some wildlife
products fetch in consumer countries create an extraordinary
incentive for people in source countries to take part in the trade,
often without much concern about the environmental cost in
relentless extraction. Clearly, actions toward the sustainability of
wildlife must address this profit motive.
The cases presented here show an insatiable demand from Asia in
concert with the region’s rising economic prospects, as well as Hong
Kong’s role as an important consumer and re-distribution hub for
Asia’s wildlife trade.

Defining legality in
wildlife trade should
be considered a
stepping stone
to establishing
sustainability

The report recommends the development of a legal framework to
address the poor state of regulations for wildlife trade in Hong Kong.
That said, while laws are crucial for clarifying what is acceptable
and ethical, they do not infer that the trade is sustainable by mere
fact of its legality. In many countries, there is still a considerable
gap between legal and sustainable trade. For example, Cameroon’s
forestry laws are considered closely aligned with FSC certification.
Indonesia’s domestic certification, the SVLK VLK legality verification
standard, is in contrast less rigorous. Most companies would only
have to make limited changes to their current practices to certify
with SVLK VLK, and it would cost a mere 15 per cent of the costs
of FSC certification.362 How to bridge this gap between legal and
sustainable wildlife needs further policy attention.

Future research
should focus on
the impact of more
stringent regulatory
measures, develop
understanding of
supply chain players,
and traceability
systems

Research is also needed to examine the ramifications for local
businesses and traders of greater regulatory measures on the import
of wildlife products, especially if Hong Kong is to move towards
due diligence legislation that places the onus of proving a product’s
legality on the importer.
A greater understanding of the species being traded in Hong Kong
and the dynamics of the supply chain is necessary. This should help
future policy development by identifying the key points in the supply
chain for intervention.
While reductions in the trade in some species towards more
sustainable levels have been recommended in this report, it should
not be viewed overall as an economic disinvestment. There are
opportunities for Hong Kong to support business start-ups that
promote sustainable trade, such as the development of tracking
technologies to better monitor the trade in wildlife, if Hong Kong
chose to move towards models of better traceability and chain of
custody standards. These technologies could also find use in other
traded commodities such as for high-value fashion merchandise.363
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Opportunity
for Hong Kong
to become a
sustainable model
for wildlife trade in
the region

When much of the Asia region has yet to adopt serious sustainability
measures, there is a window of opportunity for Hong Kong to gain a
competitive advantage by taking proactive action on wildlife trade. It
could also lead the way for other countries, areas or ports to emulate
and develop workable sustainability solutions. Indeed, the fate of
innumerable species depends on it.
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Appendix 1: Top 20 Shark Fins
Exporting Countries
Exporting Countries

Shark Fin Exports364
(tonnes)

1
2

Thailand
China

23,220
13,544

3

Indonesia

10,762

4
5
6
7
8

Singapore
Taiwan
United Arab Emirates
Malaysia
Japan

9,737
6,378
4,765
2,124
1,978

9

United States of America

1,941

10
11
12
13
14

Yemen
Panama
Brazil
Ecuador
Bangladesh

1,753
897
869
790
744

15

Senegal

16
17
18
19
20

Costa Rica
Pakistan
Uruguay
Guinea
Argentina
Rest of the World
TOTAL
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Shark Catch Policies365

Shark Fishing Ban (on a group
of islands)
Shark Finning Ban

Fins-attached; Sales ban
(selected states)
5% of weight to carcass
5% of weight to carcass

525
353
282
253
221
214
2,059
83,409

Fins-attached

Fins-attached

Appendix 2: Type of Measures That
Hong Kong Can Take
A variety of domestic measures are available to regulate wildlife trade in Hong Kong. Few of
these have been applied across all wildlife products, but some have been tried and adopted
for the trade in specific species. They include the following:
•

Trade bans – a ban on trade of CITES Appendix I species is already in place. The EU, along
with other countries, have banned the import of illegal timber, empowering border
authorities to refuse the entry of timber shipments without adequate proof of a legal
chain of custody.366 This is a viable option for the trade in wildlife products where legality
is relatively well established (see timber case study).

•

Sales bans – several US states have banned the sale of shark fins367 and have also
instituted a ban on the sale of ivory across the country, with the exception of antiques
that are over 100 years old.368 Experts believe that maintaining a legal trade without
depleting elephant populations in the wild is impossible to enforce, and that the only
recourse is to close all markets.369 The US ban is encouraging and is significantly more
stringent than the CITES ban which still allows pre-Convention ivory to be sold.

•

Voluntary boycotts – often led by advocacy groups, voluntary boycotts can be quite
effective in drawing public attention to an issue, inciting condemnation for immoral
extractive practices (e.g. shark finning, live animal transport) and causing a collective
veto on personal consumption. It is particularly powerful in shifting culturally ingrained
consumption practices, such as shark fin soup, whale meat or the use of endangered
species in traditional Chinese medicine.

•

Trade restrictions – Hong Kong could potentially set up quotas for the import or export
of selected wildlife products. It already has a system to restrict trade in certain products,
such as the export quota applied to baby milk formula.370

•

Market-based measures – there are many types of market-based initiatives currently
in use for biodiversity protection, including subsidies, eco-labelling, taxes, levies and
charges, tradable permits etc. At the heart of these measures is the principle of polluterpays, intending to influence price signals so that the social cost and benefit of users’
actions can be fully accounted for.371

•

Soft regulation – such as industry certification schemes to regulate practices and develop
standards for traders and retailers, e.g. for traditional Chinese medicine manufacturers,
licensing of wildlife goods sellers etc.

•

Trade sanctions – sanctioning imports from countries known to allow illegal wildlife
trade. The EU’s regulation to combat IUU fishing includes a mechanism for sanctioning
imports of seafood from countries known to ignore IUU fishing.372

•

Free Trade Agreements – Hong Kong could consider following in the footsteps of the
US-Peru free trade agreement, which specifically includes a section on the illegal timber
trade and provisions to boost enforcement capacities to tackle illegal logging in Peru.373
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